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Overview
With the Tanium™ Console and Tanium™ Interact, you can perform fundamental tasks such
as importing updates, asking questions, deploying actions, and managing user access.

For information on installing the Tanium™ Core Platform servers, go to the Tanium Core
Platform Deployment Guide for Windows.

For information on getting started with the initial deployment of the Tanium™ Client to
endpoints, go to the Tanium Client Deployment Guide.

For information about installing and using a particular solution module, go to the guide for
the solution module.

This documentationmayprovide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services provided by third parties
(“Third Party Items”).With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such items, and expressly disclaim all
warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to
or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.

Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combinationwith Tanium products with any particular Third Party Items and neither
Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused byany such combination. You, and not Tanium,
are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate andwill not cause infringement of any third party
intellectual property rights.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/overview.html
https://docs.tanium.com/
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Part 1: Tanium Console
Tanium Console overview

The Tanium™ Console is the graphical user interface that you use to manage the Tanium™
Core Platform and use Tanium™ solution modules.

You use the Tanium Console to perform key tasks, including:

l Importing Tanium solutions

l Importing Tanium content

l Managing actions

l Creating and managing sensors, packages, and saved questions

l Administering console and platform settings, such as users, user roles and rights,
user groups, and computer groups

l Administering global settings that affect Tanium™ Server and Tanium™ Client
behavior

Getting started with the Tanium Console

The Tanium Console is a web application installed with the Tanium Server. It does not
require separate licensing.

Web browser requirements

To use the Tanium Console, you require one of the following supported browsers:

l Google Chrome (recent)

l Internet Explorer 11 and later

l Mozilla Firefox (recent)

l Safari (recent)

The Tanium Console is designed for a browser width of at least 1,024 pixels and a browser
height of at least 600 pixels. The Tanium Console might not appear as designed in browser
windows smaller than these dimensions.

If necessary to prevent Internet Explorer settings from interfering with the Tanium Console
display:
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l Add the Tanium Server to the Trusted Sites list in the browser.
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l Ensure the browser is not configured to ignore fonts that the Tanium Console
specifies.

Log in and log out

To log into the Tanium Console:

1. Open a supported web browser and go to the Tanium Console URL.
The URL has the format https://<Tanium_Server_FQDN>[:port]. If the Tanium Server
uses the default port (443), you do not need to specify the port.

2. Enter your username and password and click Log in.
The first time you log in, enter the username and password of the initial Tanium
Console administrator account. The credentials for this account are set when the
Tanium Server is installed (see Tanium Core Platform Installation Guide: Install

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/installing_tanium_server.html#Install_Tanium_Server
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Tanium Server). This account has the Administrator reserved role and can create
additional users with a range of role-based privileges.

When it is time to end your Tanium Console session, the best practice is to expressly log
out and close the web browser. To log out, click the selector beside the Logged in
username and select Logout.
TANIUM CONSOLE HOME PAGE

When you initially log in, the console displays your Tanium Console home page. Your
Tanium Console home page is like a site map that shows the Tanium modules and console
configuration pages for which you have role-based privileges to access. Users with different
privileges have different home pages. For more information about role-based access
control, see Users and user groups.

TANIUMMODULE HOME PAGES

Tanium modules have home pages that appear when you navigate to the module or click
the home page link from a page within the module. The module home pages have sections
that might include guidance on getting started, reports related to module health, or reports
related to deployment metrics.

Click the Manage Home Page link to display the Home Page Management dialog box, where
you can select and deselect sections to show and hide them or click-and-drag to reorder
them.

Set user preferences

User preferences are applied when a particular user logs in. The settings do not affect
other users. Changes you save take immediate effect.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/installing_tanium_server.html#Install_Tanium_Server
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_rbac_overview.html
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To set user preferences, click the selector next to the logged-in username and select
Preferences.

Settings Guidelines

Consider question results complete at The default is 99%.

Number of answer rows to load per request The default is 100.

Table 1: User preferences
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Settings Guidelines

Suspend console automatically if no activity
detected for

The default is 10 minutes and the maximum
is 24 days. The value must be equal to or
less than the timeout for all users, which is
specified in the global settings (max_
console_idle_seconds). The global setting
has a default of 60 minutes and a maximum
of 24 days (2,073,600 seconds). If you set the
user preference to a lower value than the
global setting, the Tanium Server applies the
user preference.

Submit filter text after After the user starts typing in a filter field in
the Tanium Console, the Tanium Server
does not start searching for the text string
until the specified time period passes. The
default is 350 ms.

Hide error results from questions Enabled by default.

Hide duplicate columns in Question Results
grid

Not enabled by default. By default, the
Question Results grid shows columns of
the same name when a question has
multiple sensors that use the same column
name.

Copy/Export with headers by default Not enabled by default. Select this option to
include the grid header row when you copy
or export grid rows.

Enable multiple column sorting Not enabled by default.

Note: In Tanium Core Platform 7.1 and later, the Tanium Console filters the settings
on the user preferences page based on the user's effective permissions. If the user
does not have permission to ask questions, many of the preferences are not
applicable.

Copy the Local Error Log

The Tanium Console maintains a console error log on the local host computer for your web
browser. It includes details on errors returned in response to actions taken with the
browser, such as attempting to save a configuration or import an XML file.
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To view the log, click the selector next to the logged in username and select Local Error
Log.

Click the copy icon to copy the log details to the clipboard.

Importing Tanium Solutions

The Tanium Solutions page has two sections: Tanium Modules and Tanium Content.

Note: You must be assigned the Administrator reserved role to import a Tanium™
solution module or content pack.

Import Tanium modules

Tanium modules include content and workbenches that facilitate many operational and
security use cases.

Go to the Tanium Solutions page to import or upgrade modules. The tile for each module
shows the currently Installed version, if any, and an action button that varies by module
status.

Action/Status Description

Import You have purchased this module, but have not yet installed it. The Import
button displays the latest version you can import.
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Action/Status Description

Reimport The latest version of the module is installed, but you can reimport it if
necessary.

Upgrade to <version> A new version of the module is available, and you can upgrade.

Available for Purchase Contact your Tanium technical account manager (TAM) to purchase this
module.

When you click Import, Reimport, or Upgrade to <version>, the Tanium Console prompts
you to resolve any conflicts before proceeding. For details, see Resolve conflicts when
importing updates or configurations on page 26. After you import a module, the Tanium
Console displays it in the Main menu.

Note: When you install a solution module, the solution workbench configuration is
written to files that reside on the host computer. In a high availability (HA)
deployment, you must import the solution on all Tanium Servers in the HA cluster for
the solution workbench to be available in all Tanium Console instances. However,
solution content, such as saved questions and packages, is written to the shared
database, so it is available to all Tanium Console instances after you import the
content on one Tanium Server.

Import Tanium content packs

Tanium content is a set of configuration objects that Tanium develops and distributes for a
particular purpose. For example, Tanium Initial Content includes the key configuration
objects found on the Categories, Dashboards, Saved Questions, Sensors, Packages, and
Scheduled Actions pages. Tanium publishes two classes of content:

Production Content

The essential set of configuration objects you use to query endpoints and take
actions.

Labs Content

An experimental set of configuration objects that, as a best practice, you test and
qualify for your deployment in a lab environment before importing it into production.
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The Tanium Console downloads a manifest of available Tanium Content packs from
content.tanium.com. This manifest populates the Supported Solutions table on the
Tanium Solutions page. If a lab license was specified during installation, an additional Labs
table lists labs content.

The content packs named Initial Content - Base and Client Maintenance are imported
automatically when the Tanium Console is started for the first time after the Tanium Server
installation. Compare the data in the Imported Version and Available Version columns. If
the imported version lags the available version, you can make the necessary update.

To import Tanium Content:

1. Go to Tanium Solutions.
2. Scroll down past the Tanium Modules section to the Tanium Content section.

3. Select the row for the content you want to import.

4. Click Import Solution.
The Tanium Console prompts you to resolve any conflicts before proceeding. For
details, see Resolve conflicts when importing updates or configurations on page 26.

Import Tanium Console UI updates

Tanium might provide periodic updates to the console UI module. The Tanium Console
checks content.tanium.com for updates and, if one is available, displays a message under
the console header that indicates Upgrade Available: Common
UI Components. The message also indicates the currently Installed UI version. Click the
adjacent Upgrade button, which displays the update version, to install the update. You do
not need to restart the Tanium Server or your browser session to initialize updates. As a
best practice, always accept the updates.
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Resolve conflicts when importing updates or configurations

When you import updates to Tanium solution modules and content packs, or import an
XML file that contains content, conflicts might occur with existing content. To display and
resolve the conflicts:

1. Start the import, reimport, or upgrade workflow for one of the following:
l Module: See Import Tanium modules on page 23.

l Content pack: See Import Tanium content packs on page 24.

l XML configuration file: First, use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML file
before you import it, and copy the associated public key to the correct folder
(see Signing content XML files). Then go to any Authoring or Permissions page
and click Import from XML in the top right of the Tanium Console.

A dialog box itemizes any conflicts.

2. Select an Import Option to resolve each conflict:
l Overwrite: Replaces existing content with the imported content.

l Skip: Skips the import for that item.

l (Categories only) Merge: Unites objects included in the categories. As a best
practice, selectMerge and then go to categories to review the resulting
configuration.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
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l (Saved actions only) Overwrite and Disable Action: This option is useful if you
want the new action disabled by default. You can go to the Actions > Scheduled
Actions page, review the action, and enable it when you are prepared to test it.

The solution or content XML file might include content set definitions. When you first
establish your Tanium Core Platform 7.1 content sets, selecting Include content set
overwrite is a best practice to ensure that content is assigned to the content sets that
the content pack designer developed. After you implement your own role-based
access control (RBAC) plan and move content to the content sets that you plan to use,
do not select this option; otherwise, the assignments defined in the imported XML file
will overwrite your content set assignment.

3. Click Import to proceed after selecting all the conflict resolution options.

4. Click Close when the dialog box indicates the Import completed
successfully.

Best practices for resolving conflicts

The following tips can inform your decisions regarding conflicts when you import content.

TIP 1: READ THE RELEASE NOTES

Always read the release notes for every version that was release since your last update. The
release notes alert your to the scope of changes and may include notes that can help you
avoid issues.

Release notes also indicate the release date, which is important if you plan to import
multiple content packs. Different content packs might include updates to the same basic
sensors or packages. In this case, it is best to install the older content packs before the
newer ones.

TIP 2: CONFIRM YOU HAVE GOOD RESTORE POINTS

Before you update a Tanium solution module or content pack, confirm you have a recent
restore points you can use in case something goes wrong.

The configuration objects for content are stored in the tanium database. You should
schedule regular database backups.

The Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server installation directories include important
files, such as encryption keys, a license file, string files, and other data files. You should
schedule regular file system backups.

Before you import content, make sure you have backups you can use.

https://kb.tanium.com/Category:Release_Notes
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TIP 3: UPDATE YOUR LAB DEPLOYMENT FIRST

Always update your lab servers first and evaluate the impact changes might have on
endpoints before updating your production servers.

During your lab phase:

l Assess the impact on network utilization when the content gets distributed to
endpoints. Depending on the type of content, an update can result in additional
network traffic. In most cases, this is negligible.

l Test the functionality. If the content update includes sensors, saved questions,
dashboards, or categories, test by issuing questions and reviewing results. If it
includes packages, deploy them. If it includes saved actions, be sure to edit the
configuration to assign them to a proper action group.

After you have qualified the update, import the updates on the production server and spot-
test the behavior of new or changed content.

TIP 4: LIMIT CUSTOMIZATIONS TO TANIUM CONTENT

When you import Tanium updates, the configuration specified in the import overwrites the
current configuration. In almost every case, overwriting is preferable to maintaining the
current configuration because the updates include important changes that optimize
performance, avoid issues, and make the tools more useful.

Limit customizations to Tanium content so that updates are minimally disruptive. Maintain
notes of any changes you make. For example, keep a log of any changes to a sensor Max
Age setting, a package timeout, or a saved question reissue interval. Keep a log of the
Tanium objects that you clone as a source for your custom objects. When a content pack
update becomes available, the best practice is to import it and then redo the
customizations that the import overwrote.

TIP 5: RE-CREATE SAVED QUESTIONS AND SCHEDULED ACTIONS THAT ARE BASED ON PARAMETERIZED
OBJECTS

When an import overwrites a parameterized sensor or parameterized package, it does not
affect previously created saved questions or scheduled actions that reference them.

When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor definition, including
the substituted values, is saved in an object called a temp sensor. On the endpoint, the
Tanium Client runs the temp sensor when it computes answers to a saved question that
calls it. A saved question that is reissued according to a schedule continues to use the temp
sensor even if the sensor from which it was based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor is
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updated, and you want the saved question to use the updated code, you must re-create the
saved question.

Likewise, when a scheduled action is based on a parameterized package, the package
definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object called a temp package. On
the endpoint, the Tanium Client runs the temp package when it has a directive to run the
scheduled action that calls it. A scheduled action continues to use the temp package even if
the package from which it was based is updated. Therefore, if a package is updated, and
you want the scheduled action to use the updated code, you must re-create the scheduled
action.

TIP 6: DO NOT DO BULK OVERWRITES TO TANIUM CONTENT

Do not simply export the current configuration and then re-import it after the content
upgrade is finished. This practice overwrites the sensor code with old versions and often
has unexpected consequences. For example, a Tanium content pack includes a scheduled
action to distribute patch tools when the patch tools version, reported by the Has Patch
Tools sensor, does not match a particular value. If the package that provides the patch
tools and updates the version uses a different version than expected by the Has Patch
Tools sensor, the patch tools will continuously be distributed until the Has Patch Tools
sensor is using the correct version.

Monitoring System Status

Go to the Administration > System Status page to see the real-time status of Tanium Client
registration and communication.
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Note: You must be assigned a role with the Read System Status (Micro Admin)
permission to see the System Status page and filter the table. Users assigned the
Administrator reserved role have this permission.

Column Description

Host Name Computer hostname.

Network Location (from
client)

Client IP address returned from a sensor on the client.

Network Location (from
server)

Client IP address recorded on the server during the last registration.

Direction The circle represents the client, and arrows in relation to the circle represent
connections:

l Up arrow—Connection to the Tanium Server.

l Right side—Inbound and outbound connections to forward peers.

l Left side—Inbound and outbound connections to backward peers.

An X in the circle indicates a connection is blocked (probably by a
firewall).

A dashed line indicates a slow link.

Valid Key No indicates a problem with the public key that has been installed with the
Tanium Client. Redeploy the public key file or reinstall the Tanium Client.

Send State l Backward Only

l Forward Only

l None

l Normal

Receive State l Next Only

l Previous Only

l None

l Normal

Status l Blocked

l Leader

l Normal

l Slow Link

Table 2: System Status columns
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Column Description

Last Registration Timestamp of the last time the Tanium Client registered with the server.

Protocol Version Tanium protocol version. This column is hidden by default.

Version Tanium Client version.

Customizing the console color and logo

You can change the appearance of the console. Customization is optional.

Customize the console color

Some enterprise deployments have multiple Tanium™ Servers deployed as lab servers, test
servers, and production servers. You can customize the console color for each so users
know immediately which system they are logged into.

Figure  1: Background color

To change the color:
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1. Go to Configuration > Miscellaneous > Console Color.
2. Use the Current Color selector to pick your custom color.

3. Save your changes.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages.

Select a type of confirmation prompt

1. Go to Configuration > Miscellaneous > Confirmation Prompt.
2. Select Show a password prompt or Show a Yes/Cancel prompt.

3. Save your changes.
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Customize the console logo

By default, the console has the Tanium logo. You can replace the logo file with a file that
contains your organization's logo. Use the existing file as a guide to image size.

Figure  2: Console logo

To change the logo:

1. On the Tanium Server host computer, go to \<Install>\http\tux-
console\assets\images.

2. Back up the logo.png file.

3. Replace logo.png with your own file named logo.png.

4. Wait about 60 seconds, and then refresh your web browser to confirm the new logo
appears as expected.

Tip: Restarting the Tanium Server service is not necessary to apply the change, but
will apply it immediately instead of after 60 seconds.
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Part 2: Tanium Interact
Tanium Interact overview

Tanium™ Interact is the user interface for asking questions and reviewing results.

You use Interact to:

l Ask dynamic questions
A question is a message that the Tanium Server sends to Tanium™ Clients to request
real-time data from their sensors. The Question Results grid displays aggregate
counts.

l Examine results and take action
From the Question Results grid, you can drill down to target specific computers and
use the deploy action workflow to schedule actions to be executed on the Tanium
Client host computer.

l Use the saved questions collection and create new ones
A saved question is a configuration object that contains question syntax and question
settings. In the Tanium™ Console, when you click a saved question, the question is
issued to Tanium Clients. Saving the question syntax as a configuration object
enables it to be reissued later. The configuration object can also be used throughout
the platform, both by Tanium™ solution modules and by user-developed applications
that use the SOAP API. For example, you can use Tanium™ Connect to configure a
saved question to be run on a schedule with results sent to an external server.

l Review and manage dashboards
A dashboard is an organized group of saved questions. You can manage the set of
saved questions contained in the group and apply computer group filters to the
group.

l Review and manage categories
A category is an organized group of dashboards. You can manage the set of
dashboards contained in the group and apply user group permissions to view the
category object.

An essential set of saved questions, dashboards, and categories is created when the Initial
Content packs are imported during the Tanium™ Server installation. Additional saved
questions, dashboards, and categories are created when you import additional Tanium
content packs and Tanium solution modules.
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When you get started with Interact, review the Initial Content so that you are aware of the
configuration objects that are already available to you. Reviewing the Initial Content can
also help you become familiar with the kinds of questions that can be asked, as well as
ways of grouping them that can facilitate reporting and administration tasks. Once you
understand how these configuration objects can be used, you will be better prepared to
create your own when necessary.

Getting started with Tanium™ Interact

1. Learn about questions and ask a dynamic question. See Asking questions on page 35.

2. Learn about results and use Question Results grid features to understand results
and pivot from them to action. See Using the Question Results grid on page 48.

3. Review saved questions and issue them. See Working with saved questions on page
65.

4. Review dashboards and issue a saved question from the dashboards page. See
Working with dashboards on page 72.

5. Review categories and issue a saved question from the categories page. See Working
with categories on page 78.

Asking questions

In a Tanium™ deployment, asking questions is a fundamental interaction with endpoints.

What is a question?

Tanium questions help you get key pieces of information from managed enterprise
endpoints.

The Ask a Question feature is built on a natural language parser that enables you to get
started with natural questions rather than a specialized query language. You do not need
to enter questions as complete sentences or particularly well formed inquiries. Word forms
are not case sensitive and can even include misspellings. The parser interprets your input
and suggests a number of valid queries that you can use to formalize the question that is
sent to Tanium™ Clients.

The following figure shows an example of how natural language input is parsed into
proposed queries. First, the user enters the fragment last logged in user and clicks
Search. In response, Interact returns a list of queries cast in valid syntax.
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Figure  3: Natural language parser

Basic questions include:

l one or more sensor names in the get clause.

l all machines (in other words, all Tanium Client host computers) in the from clause.

Advanced questions include filter clauses and parameterized sensors.

What is a sensor?

In essence, a sensor is a script that is executed on an endpoint to compute a response to a
Tanium question. Sensors are distributed to clients during registration. Sensors enable you
to ask questions about:

l Hardware/software inventory and configuration

l Running applications and processes

l Files and directories

l Network connections

The Initial Content that is imported during the Tanium Server installation includes sensors
to support a wide range of common questions. Additional sensors may be added when you
import additional Tanium content packs and Tanium solution modules. If you cannot find a
sensor you need within Tanium-provided content, you can create user-defined sensors.

For more information, see Sensors.

Counting questions and non-counting questions

A counting question is designed to return results that can be meaningfully counted. A
counting question can have only one sensor. For example, Get Tanium Client Logging

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html
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Level from all machines is a counting question. The sensor returns the value of the
LogVerbosityLevel setting. When a managed endpoint is prompted to add its answer to the
answer message, it increments the tally of the answer that its value matches. The Tanium
Server maintains a table of answer strings. In many cases, like logging level, there are just a
few common answers, so the question has a relatively small footprint.

Figure  4: Counting question

A non-counting question has sensors that return unique strings. For example, Get Tanium

Client IP Address from all machines returns IP addresses, which are unique. When a
Tanium Client is prompted to add its answer to the answer message, it adds a new string.
On the Tanium Server, the data footprint for a non-counting question can be quite large.

Figure  5: Non-counting question

Questions with multiple sensors

Use the AND operator in the get clause to specify multiple sensors. Results are grouped by
the first sensor, then by the next sensor, and so on. The following example shows a
question that uses multiple sensors.
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Figure  6: Question with multiple sensors

Questions with parameterized sensors

A parameterized sensor accepts a value specified at the time the question is asked. The
following example shows the File Exists sensor. The parser prompts you to specify a file
path and file name.

Figure  7: File Exists parameterized sensor

Another example is the High CPU Processes sensor. You can specify a parameter that is the
number of CPU processes to return from each machine. Let's say you want to get the top 5
highest CPU utilizing processes. The question has the following syntax:

Get High CPU Process[5] from all machines
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For sensors with multiple parameters, you can pass an ordered list separated by a comma.
For example, if you want to get the results of Tanium Action Log number 1 and get 10 lines
of results, specify a parameter list as shown in the following example:

Get Tanium Action Log[1,10] from all machines

Questions with filters

You can use filters to craft questions that target fewer computers than "all machines". You
often want to work with a set of computers that have a specific process name or value.

This is an example of an advanced question. The left side is a complete and valid query; the
right side contains a filter—the "from all machines with" expression.

Filters in the from clause are the first part of a question that gets processed by the
endpoint. If the endpoint data does not match the filter, then the endpoint does not
process the question any further. If there are multiple filters, each filter is processed and
evaluated. If the evaluation is true, then the sensors on the left side of the question are
also executed and returned.

The filter expression on the right side must evaluate to a Boolean true or false. For
example, the expression with Running Processes contains explore evaluates to true if
the specified string matches the result string, or false if it does not.

A parameterized sensor like File Exists[] returns a string "File Exists: Filename" or "File
does not exist", so you must be careful how you cast it in a filter expression.

Figure  8: Example: Question with parameterized sensor
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The filter expression with File Exists[c:\a.txt] containing "Exists" evaluates to
true when the result is "File Exists: c:\a.txt" and false when the result is "File does not
exist", so it can be used to filter the set of responses.

Figure  9: Example: Filter with parameterized sensor

Filter expressions can match strings or regular expressions. The following table describes
the supported filter operators as they appear when you use the Question Builder. The table
also describes how some operators are normalized after you load them from the Question
Builder or enter the expressions in the question bar.

Filter operator Usage

contains Sensor value contains the specified string.

Example: running processes contains "explore"

does not contain Sensor value does not contain the specified string.

starts with Sensor value starts with the specified string.

Example: starts with "explore"

does not start
with

Sensor value does not start with the specified string.

ends with Sensor value ends with the specified string.

Example: ends with "explore.exe"

does not end with Sensor value does not end with the specified string.

matches Sensor value matches the specified regular expression (in Boost syntax).

does not match Sensor value does not match the specified regular expression.

Table 3: Filter operators

http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_54_0/libs/regex/doc/html/boost_regex/syntax/perl_syntax.html
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Filter operator Usage

is equal to Sensor value is equal to the specified value or string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses equals in place of is
equal to.

is not equal to Sensor value is not equal to the specified value or string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses not equals in place of
is not equal to.

is less than Sensor value is less than the specified value. When you load the question, the
expression shown in the question bar uses a symbol (<) in place of the operator
words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] < 12

is less than or
equal to

Sensor value is less than or equal to the specified string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses symbols (<=) in place of
the operator words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] <= 12

is greater than Sensor value is greater than the specified value. When you load the question, the
expression shown in the question bar uses a symbol (>) in place of the operator
words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] > 12

is greater than or
equal to

Sensor value is greater than or equal to the specified string. When you load the
question, the expression shown in the question bar uses symbols (>=) in place of
the operator words.

Example: installed application version[chrome] >= 12

Using the Question Builder

The Question Builder is another way to create a question. It has form fields to help you
complete the get statement and the from clause, including any filters.

You can launch the Question Builder in either of the following ways:

l In the Ask a Question box, click Question Builder in the top-right corner.
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l After you ask a question and want to refine it, click Copy to Question Builder.

The following figure shows the Question Builder.

Figure  10: Question Builder

GET STATEMENT

The first text box is for sensor names. Start typing and then use the typeaheads to select
sensors.
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Figure  11: Typeaheads

Alternatively, you can click Browse all Sensors to open the Browse Sensors dialog box and
select sensors. When you use the dialog box, you can review sensor descriptions.
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Figure  12: Browse sensors

If you add a filter in either the get statement and from clause, you can specify advanced
options.

Settings Guidelines

Case Sensitivity Group strings:

l Ignore case
Group and count result values regardless of differences in upper-case and
lower-case characters.

l Match case
Group and count result values with strict attention to lettercase.

Table 4: Advanced Sensor Options
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Settings Guidelines

Matching This option is valid in the "from computers with" clause.

For some sensors, a Tanium Client might compute multiple results. When the
sensor is used as a filter in the from clause, specify whether any or all of the
results must match the filter:

l Match Any Value
Any value in the answer must match the value specified in the question.

l Match All Values
All values in the answer must match the value specified in the question.

For example, in response to the IP Address sensor, it is possible for a Tanium
Client to return both an IPv4 address and an IPv6 address. A question based
on the IP Address sensor containing 192.168 for example could possibly
match the IPv4 address but not the IPv6 address. In this case, you probably
want to match "any".

Treat Data As Sensor values are treated as the type of data you specify:

l Date/Time (BES)

l Date/Time (WMI)

l File Size

l Integer

l IP Address

l Numeric

l Text

l Time Duration

l Version

Maximum Data
Age

Maximum time the Tanium Client may use a cached result to answer a question.
For example, by default, the maximum data age for the File Size sensor is 15
minutes. When a Tanium Client is asked a question that executes the File Size
sensor, it caches the result. Over the next 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client is asked
a question that includes the File Size sensor, it responds with the cached answer.
After 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client is asked a question that includes the File
Size sensor, it executes the sensor script again to compute a fresh answer.

Use shorter ages for sensors that return values subject to change frequently,
such as status and utilization sensors. Use longer ages for values that
typically change infrequently, such as the chassis type or Active Directory
Domain membership.
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Question expiration

When a dynamic or saved question is issued, the question is assigned a question ID. In your
web browser, you will notice the question ID in the URL.

Figure  13: Question ID

The question ID "expires" after 10 minutes, and its corresponding URL becomes invalid.
This means that for up to 10 minutes, you can refresh the page or share the link. After 10
minutes, if you navigate to the link, Interact displays a message indicating the question has
expired, and it gives you the option to copy the question text to the Question Bar so you
can reissue it.

Figure  14: Question Expired message
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Question History

Go to Administration > Question History to review a chronology of questions that have
been issued. By default, an entry for a question is maintained in the chronology for 7 days.
You can change the default limit with the global setting SOAPQuestionHistoryLimitInDays.

You can use the Question History to review question syntax and the question expiration
timestamps. You can also copy the question to the Question Bar or Question Builder.

Note: You must be assigned a role with the Read Question History (Micro Admin)
permission to see the Question History page. However, a user with only the
microadmin permission cannot load a question from the Question History page.
Users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see the Question History page
and load a question from the page.

Question permissions

You must be assigned the Show Interact module permission to see the Ask a Question bar
and the Question Builder. You must also have the Ask Dynamic Questions permission (can
be assigned in any advanced role). The sensors available for questions are determined by
Read Sensor content set permissions.

The Administrator reserved role has all of these permissions. The Content Administrator
role has all except the Show Interact module permission. Be sure to explicitly assign the
Interact permission.
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Using the Question Results grid

In the Question Results grid, an answer row is an aggregation of the endpoints that
responded with the data shown. The Count column shows the number of Tanium™ Clients
with that answer.

Figure  15: Question Results grid

The grid displays the first 100 answer rows. You can change the number of rows in user
preferences. Go to the logged in user link in the upper right corner, and select Preferences
to display the configuration page.

Enabling/disabling live updates

As results come in, Live Updates in the Question Results grid toolbar shows the percent of
Tanium Clients that have reported results.

Click the pause button to pause updates to the grid.

Click the play button to resume updates to the grid.

Even when 100% of Tanium Clients have reported, you might see answer rows that seem to
indicate incomplete results.

[no results]

Indicates that the Tanium Client was instructed to answer but does not have a value
that matches the sensor filter. This can be expected when a filter is applied to the get
clause and not the from clause. For example, if the question is formed with the syntax
Get IP Address ending with 2 from all machines, all machines would report
answers and all machines that did not have IP address ending in 2 would report no
results. It is better to put the filter in the from clause. For example, Get IP Address

from all machines where IP Address ends in 2 would not return unexpected "no
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results" rows. You might also see [no results] if the sensor does not return a
value, or the sensor was unable to execute the script.

[Current Result Unavailable]

If it takes the client longer than usual to evaluate a sensor, it might pass "current
result unavailable" to its peer. The sensor process continues on the client, and when
it is complete, the client sends its updated answer. The Tanium Console then updates
the Question Results grid.

[Results Currently Unavailable]

Indicates the Tanium Server cannot correctly parse an answer. If this occurs, contact
your technical account manager (TAM).

Managing rows and columns
FILTER RESULTS

Use the filter controls to display only rows that match the specified criteria.

Figure  16: Question Results grid filters

Use a text filter

When you use the Filter By Text field, the Tanium Server filters the Question Results grid
without reissuing the question. Select the Contains or Does not contain operator, enter a
search string, and click Search .

Use a computer group filter

When you use the Computer Group drop-down list, the Tanium Server issues a new
question with the added filter. Select All Computers, No Computers, a user-configured
computer group, or the Create Ad Hoc Filter option, which enables you to create a custom
filter. If you save the question, the question text includes the Computer Group filter.

Note: The list of computer groups includes all computer groups configured in the
Tanium Console, even ones for which you do not have computer group management
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rights. However, if you select a computer group for which you do not have
management rights, the new question returns no results.

Use an ad hoc filter

The Ad Hoc filter is a one-time only filter. The Ad Hoc filter configuration is not saved.

1. Select Create Ad Hoc Filter from the Filter by Computer Group drop-down list.
Interact displays the Group Builder dialog box.

2. Use one of the tabs to create a filter and then click Apply.
The Filter Bar tab includes a natural language parsing search box that helps you build
a valid filter expression.

The Filter Builder tab includes fields that enable you to add a filter, apply it, and issue
the resulting question. The question is always Get computer name and IP address
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from all machines with the filter added to the from clause.
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The Manual List tab includes fields that enable you to specify a list of computers by
hostname or IP address.

SORT RESULTS AND SELECT COLUMNS TO VIEW

In column headers, click the menu icon to display the menu for sorting rows and
showing/hiding columns. Click the Clear Sort button to clear sorting criteria.
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Figure  17: Grid row/column controls

Viewing charts

The results grid is the default view. You can use the View button bar to toggle to a pie chart
or bar chart.

Mouse over a pie slice or bar to display the result string and count. If the result count is
less than 3 % of the total, it is included in the Other group.

Figure  18: Pie chart
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Figure  19: Bar chart

Exporting and copying results

The Question Results page provides several options for copying and exporting the results
grid contents.

Use the Copy Table icon to copy the results to the clipboard in text format. This action
copies the complete results, not just the results displayed on the Question Results grid. To
include sensor/column names in the copied text, see Set user preferences on page 20.

Use the Export Table icon to export the results to a .csv file. This action exports the
complete results, not just the results displayed on the Question Results grid. To include
sensor/column names in the .csv file, see Set user preferences on page 20.

Select one or more rows and use theMore selector to copy or export only the selected
rows.

Alt
/Option
key

To copy the contents of a grid cell, press the Alt key (Windows) or Option key (macOS) and
click in the grid cell. A blue toast message tells you that the clipboard has a copy of the cell
contents. This operation works for most grids in the Tanium Console, including the
Question Results grid.

Merging Questions

Question results often lead to additional questions. For example, say you originally ask for
a list of computer names and running processes, and you see results that indicate a
suspicious process is running on a few endpoints. You can merge the question with
another to learn more, such as the last logged-in user. The Tanium Server issues the merge
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question in the background, and the Tanium Console redisplays the Question Results grid
with one or more additional columns that have data for the added sensor.

To merge questions:

1. Click Merge in the upper right corner of the Question Results grid toolbar.

Interact displays the Select Merge Questions dialog box.

2. Use one of the tabs to add one or more questions and then click the red Merge
button.

l Saved Questions: Includes a list of saved questions for which you have Read
Saved Question permission.
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l Create a Question: Includes fields that enable you to start a new question.

l Build a Question: Includes fields that enable you to select sensors for the
merge question.
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Notice that you add sensors to the get clause but you do not add filters to the
from clause. The from clause is built from the rows that you selected in the
Question Results grid when you clicked Merge.

Using Drill Down

From the Question Results grid, you can drill down from selected results to retrieve
additional information from the selected endpoints. By adding a drill-down question, you
are essentially adding sensor filters. You often will want to do this when you are targeting a
narrow group of computers for an action. For example, let's say you originally ask for a list
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of chassis types and operating systems. You can drill down from these results to the list of
computer names for the matching records.

To drill down:

1. Select one or more rows in the Question Results grid. When you select rows, the Drill
Down, Deploy Action, and More buttons are displayed.

2. Click Drill Down.
Interact displays the Select Drilldown Question dialog box.
The Saved Questions tab includes a list of saved questions for which you have Read
Saved Question permission.
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The Create a Question tab includes fields that enable you to start a new question.

The Build a Question tab includes fields that enable you to select sensors for a drill-
down question.

3. Select or configure a question you want to use and then click the red Drill Down
button.

Interact displays the progression of results, including a new Question Results grid for
the drill-down question. From here, you can drill down further, deploy an action, save
the question, or copy it to the Question Bar or Question Builder for further
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refinement.

Using Deploy Action

Use filtering, merging, and drill-down techniques to find the computers that are due for
administrative action. Then, in the Question Results grid, you can select the targeted
computers and launch the Deploy Action workflow page.

IMPORTANT: Do not deploy an action unless you completely understand its scope,
you understand the impact on an individual target and the impact on the
environment given the number of targets, and your organization has authorized you
to perform the action. Some organizations require a second administrator to review
and approve actions. For details, see Action Approval.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

You must be assigned a role with Write Action permission to see the Deploy Action button
on the Question Results grid. Read Package content set permissions determine which
packages are available. When you deploy an action, the Tanium Server uses special saved
questions to track action status and report action status within the deploy action workflow.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/action_approval.html
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To complete the workflow, you also need the Read Sensor and Read Saved Question
permissions on the Reserved content set.

DEPLOY AN ACTION

1. Issue a question.

Tip: If you want to deploy a policy action (see Action terms on page 87), issue a
saved question instead of a dynamic question (see Saving questions).

2. In the Question Results grid, select the rows for the endpoints that require the
action, and then click Deploy Action.
Interact displays the Deploy Action workflow page.

3. Use the Deployment Package search box typeaheads to select packages.
Alternatively, click Browse Packages to review package descriptions and then select
them.

4. Complete the Action Details section.

Settings Guidelines

Name Specify a name to identify the action. The name appears in the record
for the action on the Scheduled Actions, Action History, and Action
Approval pages.
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Settings Guidelines

Description Optional. A description helps other administrators understand the
purpose of the action.

Tags Optional. Use the controls to add tags, which are name-value pairs.

5. Complete the Schedule Deployment section. For policy actions, you must schedule
repeating deployments.

Settings Guidelines

Start at / End at Required for policy actions, optional for other actions. Specify a
start time when it is important to deploy the action to targeted
clients during a maintenance window. The time refers to the
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) of the system clock on the
Tanium Server host system, not on the Tanium Client host systems.
For example, if you specify the action to deploy at 1:00 am, it
deploys when the Tanium Server system clock time is 1:00 am.
Note the following behavior:
l If you omit a start time, the action deploys immediately upon

completion of the deploy action workflow.

l If you omit a start time and action approval is enabled, the action
deploys immediately after it is approved, provided other action
conditions do not preclude the Tanium Server from deploying it.

l If you specify a start time and action approval is enabled, the action
deploys at the next start time following the approval. For example,
if you set the action to deploy at 1:00 am every day and it is
approved at 2:00 am, the action deploys the next day at 1:00 am.

As a best practice, specify an end date/time if you configure reissue
intervals for the scheduled action, unless you are sure it is the type
of action that you want to reissue indefinitely. If you are not sure,
configuring the schedule to end in six months is better than
running indefinitely.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/action_approval.html
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Settings Guidelines

Distribute over The Tanium Server distributes packages to Tanium Clients in
batches. This option randomizes the distribution over the specified
duration to avoid spikes in network or other resource utilization.
For example, if an action depends on a sensor that queries Active
Directory (AD), an action that is not distributed over time can cause
a flood of traffic to the AD server. Similarly, an action that targets
clients in a virtual machine farm could exhaust the shared CPU or
memory resources if all clients simultaneously run a resource-
intensive program. Distributing over time attenuates the impact a
massive orchestration might have on the networked or virtualized
environment.
Specify a number and unit: Minutes, Hours, Days.

Reissue every You can schedule the action to repeat at intervals, which is
appropriate when:
l Action approval is enabled and you are not certain it will be

approved before the action expires.

l You want to be sure software or configuration updates are made
not only to the clients currently online but also to those currently
offline that will be predictably online within a window that the
reissue interval defines.

l The action is a continual hygiene practice. For example, you want to
check periodically that a client service is running or a client
configuration has a particular value.

Specify a number and unit: Minutes, Hours, Days.
Note: The Reissue every interval must exceed the action
expiration period, which is the larger result from the following
calculations:
l The package Command Timeout + Download Timeout values
l The package Command Timeout + the scheduled action
Distribute over value

6. Complete the Targeting Criteria section to specify the endpoints where the action
must run.
For a repeating action based on a saved question (a policy action), only the endpoints
that match the latest results of the Starting Question will perform the action.
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7. Click Show preview to continue, review the preview details, and click Deploy Action.
You are prompted to review the impact on targets and to provide administrator
credentials.

8. Enter your password.

The page reloads to display the Action Status page.
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9. Review the status to confirm expected results.

10. (Policy actions only) Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions and verify that the Policy
column displays Yes for the action you just added. If the column does not appear (it
is hidden by default), click the Column menu and select Columns > Policy.

The Deploy Action workflow creates a scheduled action configuration object, and the action
is entered on the Scheduled Actions, Action History, and (if applicable) Action Approval
pages in the Tanium Console. For details, see Managing actions.

Working with saved questions

The saved question configuration includes question syntax and settings. A saved question
can be issued manually or scheduled to be reissued periodically.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/actions_scheduled.html
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Use saved questions

In Tanium™ Interact, the Saved Questions page includes the objects imported with
Tanium™ Initial Content and other content packs, as well as questions saved by Tanium
administrators.
USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

The visibility of the page and the rows visible on the page are determined by Read Saved
Question content set permissions. To issue a saved question, you must also have the Read
Sensor permission for the sensors specified in the saved question. To use Drill Down, you
must have the Ask Dynamic Questions global permission (assigned in any advanced role).
Users assigned the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved roles have these
permissions.

ISSUE AND MANAGE SAVED QUESTIONS

From the Interact > Saved Questions page, you can take the following actions:

l Click the hyperlinked name of the question to issue it.

l Select the question and copy it to the Question Bar or Question Builder.

l Edit or delete the configuration.

CURRENT / RECENT ZOOM

In addition to all of the features of the Question Results grid for dynamic questions, the
Saved Question Results grid includes a Zoom option: Current or Recent. Current data
includes responses from endpoints that are currently online. Recent data might include
responses from offline endpoints. The Tanium Server caches Tanium Client responses for
seven days by default. If an endpoint is offline when the Tanium Server issues a question,
but a cached value exists for the endpoint, the Tanium Server can pass that value to the
results grid.
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Figure  20: Current and Recent buttons on Question Results grid

Create saved questions

You can save questions as configuration objects so that you can use a complex question
that you created in the same way you use the predefined saved questions.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

You must be assigned a role with the Write Saved Question permission to create, modify, or
delete saved question configurations. The sensors available are determined by Read
Sensor content set permissions.

You must have Write Action and Write Package permissions to add an "associated action"
to a new saved question configuration. You must have owner permissions to modify or
delete the associated action.

Users assigned the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved roles have these
permissions.

CREATE A SAVED QUESTION

1. Use the Question bar to ask a dynamic question.

2. Click Save this question directly under the Question bar.
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Interact displays the New Saved Question workflow page.

3. Complete the settings described in the following table.

Settings Guidelines

Name Specify a configuration name. The name appears in saved question lists that
are incorporated into Tanium Console workflows. Observe the existing
naming scheme so that you and other administrators can find it easily.
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Settings Guidelines

Content Set Assign to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which
you have Write Saved Question permission.

Visibility l According to RBAC. Users must have the Read Saved Question
permission for the content set to which the saved question belongs to
see the saved question.

l Only the Owner and Admins. Only the object owner and users with the
Administrator reserved role can see the saved question.

Reissue this
question every

Specify a number and unit for the reissue interval:Minutes,Hours,Days.
The Tanium Server first issues a saved question as soon as you save the
question configuration, and Tanium Clients that are online at that time
respond. You can use the reissue option to account for machines that are
not currently online but are routinely online within predictable cycles (and
even unpredictable times). For example, employee laptops might be offline
at the moment you save the question configuration, but perhaps the
laptops are likely to be online at least once if you were to check every every
hours.

When you configure reissuing, the Tanium Server reissues the saved
question in the background at the specified interval. For example, if you
save the saved question configuration at 9:00 a.m. local time and specify
a reissue interval of every eight hours, the Tanium Server reissues the
saved question at 5:00 p.m., 1:00 a.m., 9:00 a.m., and so on. The Tanium
Server archives the results. This improves the data quality of recent
responses displayed in the Question Results grid for machines that are
offlline when you use Interact to issue the question. You can use the
Question History to verify that the Tanium Server sends the saved
questions according to the reissue interval you configured.

Note: If you specify a reissue interval of eight hours, the Tanium Server
reissues the saved question exactly every eight hours, regardless of time
changes due to daylight savings time.

Make this
question
available for
drilldown

Include the question in the Select Drilldown Question dialog box, Saved
Questions tab.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html#Question_history
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Settings Guidelines

Make this
question
available for
merging

Include the question in the Select Merge Questions dialog box, Saved
Questions tab.

If you do not enable this option when creating the saved question, the
option will not be available for subsequent edits.

Note: To make a question available for potential use in a merge
operation, the Tanium Server must maintain data per computer ID. This
effectively makes the question a non-counting question.

Enable recent
view on this
counting
question

This option enables collection and reporting of recent data in the Question
Results grid.

Current data includes responses from endpoints that are currently
online. Recent data might include responses from offline endpoints. The
Tanium Server caches Tanium Client responses for seven days by
default. If an endpoint is offline when the Tanium Server issues a
question, but a cached value exists for the endpoint, the Tanium Server
can pass that value to the Question Results grid. (You can change the
default limit for recent data with the global setting max_most_recent_
age.)

This option appears when the question is a counting question that has
exactly one sensor. You can enable the option only in the New Saved
Question form, not the Edit Saved Question form.

Note: To maintain recent results, the Tanium Server must maintain data
per computer ID. This effectively makes the question a non-counting
question.

Default Tab Specify a default tab:Question,Grid,Pie.

The Default Tab setting is saved as a user preference unless the Use
these as the default for all users setting is selected.

Default Grid
Chart Zoom

Specify a data period for the initial display of the Question Results grid:
Current or Recent.
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Settings Guidelines

Use these as the
default
preferences for
all users

This option appears for users with the Administrator or Content
Administrator roles only. The purpose is to enable an advanced user to
curate the configuration for other users. Defaults are commonly
understood as good choices. When this option is selected, the
administrator's choices populate the initial defaults shown for subsequent
users.

The subsequent users are free to modify the settings. When a non-admin
user modifies the settings, their choices are preserved and will persist
even when another administrator subsequently changes the default
preferences.

Note: When an Administrator or Content Administrator makes changes,
it does change the settings for all other Administrator or Content
Administrator users. This design forces administrators to be on the same
page regarding the best default settings.

Associated
Actions

Optional. Click Add Package and select a package you want to be the
default when a user clicks the Deploy Action button from the Question
Results grid.

4. Click Preview to preview the results you will get when you use the saved question.

5. Click Create Saved Question.

The Tanium Server reissues your question and displays the results in the Question Results
grid. Depending on the settings you configured, the saved question might appear in saved
question lists that are incorporated into Tanium Console workflows.

IMPORTANT: When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor
definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object called a temp sensor.
On the endpoint, the Tanium™ Client runs the temp sensor when it computes
answers to a saved question that calls it. A saved question that is reissued according
to a schedule continues to use the temp sensor even if the sensor from which it was
based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor is updated, and you want the saved question
to use the updated code, you must re-create the saved question.

About the saved question configuration

The Tanium Server maintains a copy of the saved question configuration for each user who
has saved the configuration. For example:

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_sq_associated_action.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_sq_associated_action.html
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1. admin01 creates a saved question.

2. user01 edits it and saves a copy.

3. user02 edits it and saves a copy.

4. user03 does not edit the saved question but has permission to read or edit it.

Tanium Server now has three copies—one for each user who has saved it. The per-user
settings are saved in the system as metadata for the saved question configuration.

The different preferences user01 or user02 may have with respect to a saved question are
applied when the user logs in. For example, if user01 settings allow the question to be
included in merge operations and user02 settings do not, those differences are applied,
and the users have different experiences. user03, not having saved the configuration, is
subject to the admin01 settings.

When the reissue option is set, the question is issued at the interval specified by each user
configuration. However, if multiple users have essentially the same management computer
group rights, the Tanium Server throttles the redundant traffic. For example, if user01 and
user02 both have access to the All Computers computer group and set a reissue interval
every 4 hours, the Tanium Server will reissue the question only once every 4 hours, not
once for each user. However, if user01 has access to only the computer group A, and
user02 has access only to computer group B, the Tanium Server will reissue the question
according to each user's requirements.

Working with dashboards

In Tanium™ Interact, a dashboard is an organized group of saved questions. You use
dashboards to quickly locate and use sets of saved questions. You can manage the set of
saved questions contained in the dashboard, and you can apply computer group filters.

An essential set of dashboards is created when Initial Content is imported during the
Tanium™ Server installation. Additional dashboards may be created when you import
additional Tanium™ content packs and Tanium™ solution modules, and you can create
dashboards and manage them to make them useful to your particular organization.

To display the dashboards page, click Dashboards from the Interact home page.
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Figure  21: Dashboards page

Note: You must be assigned a role with the Write Dashboard permission to create,
modify, or delete dashboard configurations. The saved questions available are
determined by Read Saved Question content set permissions. Users assigned the
Administrator or Content Administrator reserved roles have these permissions.

Manage dashboards

Use the tools shown in the following figure to manage a dashboard configuration object.
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Figure  22: Dashboard page tools

Issue saved questions from a dashboard

Use the expander button to show the saved questions within a dashboard. When you click
a dashboard, Interact loads the saved questions contained in it. The page navigation uses a
hierarchy: (1) category (2) dashboard (3) saved question. You can click a saved question to
display its Question Results grid.
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Figure  23: Category > dashboard > saved questions list

Create a dashboard

1. Click New Dashboard.
2. Specify a configuration name, set filter and visibility options, assign it to a content

set, and click Add.
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The dashboard is added to the page.

3. Click Add Saved Question to display the Add available Saved Questions to Dashboard
selection box. The items are populated from saved questions for which you have read
permission.

4. Select saved questions and click Add.

Note: A new dashboard is added to the Other Dashboards category by default. This
category is visible only to users with the Administrator or Content Administrator role.
Consequently, the dashboard is also visible only to the creator and users with the
Administrator or Content Administrator role. If you do not have one of these roles,
and you want the dashboard you have created to be visible to other users who do
not have the Administrator or Content Administrator role but do have appropriate
RBAC permissions, ask a user with the required privileges to move the dashboard to
another category.
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Reorder the saved questions in a dashboard

You can reorder the saved questions contained in a dashboard from the issued question
page.

1. Select a saved question in the left pane and move it up or down. You can shift-click to
select multiple items.

2. Reorder other saved questions as you like.

3. Click Save.
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Export the dashboards configuration

1. Click the Export button in the upper right corner.

Interact displays the Select Dashboards to Export dialog box.

2. Select the configurations you want to export and click Export.

Working with categories

In Tanium™ Interact, a category is an organized group of dashboards. You use categories to
quickly locate and use sets of saved questions. You can manage the set of dashboards
contained in the category, and you can apply user group permissions.

A set of categories is created when the Initial Content is imported during the Tanium™
Server installation. Additional categories may be created when you import additional
Tanium™ content packs and Tanium™ solution modules, and you can create categories that
are meaningful to you.
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To display the categories page, click Categories from the Interact home page.
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Figure  24: Categories page

Note: You must be assigned a role with the Write Dashboard Group permission to
create, modify, or delete category configurations. The dashboards available are
determined by Read Dashboard content set permissions. Users assigned the
Administrator or Content Administrator reserved roles have these permissions.

Manage categories

Use the tools shown in the following figure to manage a category configuration object.

Figure  25: Categories page tools

Note: When a new dashboard is created, it is added to a category named Other
Dashboards. Only a user with the Administrator or Content Administrator role can
move a dashboard from Other Dashboards to another category.
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Issue saved questions from a category

Use the expander button to show the dashboards within the category and the saved
questions within the dashboard. When you click one of the category's dashboards, Interact
issues the saved questions contained in it. The page navigation uses a hierarchy: (1)
category (2) dashboard (3) saved question. You can click a saved question to display its
Question Results grid.

Figure  26: Category > dashboard > saved questions list
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Create a category

1. Click New Category.
2. Specify a name, content set, and visibility option and click Add.

The category is added to the page.

3. Click Add Dashboard to display the Add available Dashboards to Category selection
box. The items are populated from dashboards for which you have read permission.
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4. Select dashboards and click Add.

Reorder categories

1. Click the More button in the upper right corner and select Reorder.
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Interact displays the Reorder Categories dialog box.

2. Move the categories into your preferred order.

Use Favorites

Click the Favorites icon to add the category to your Favorites list. Favorites are saved as a
user setting. Your favorites selections do not affect other users.
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Export the categories configuration

1. Click the More button in the upper right corner and select Export.

Interact displays the Select Categories to Export dialog box.

2. Select the configurations you want to export and click Export.
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Part 4: Actions
Tanium actions overview

In a Tanium™ deployment, a package comprises a command, a script, and any related files
required to execute an action on a managed endpoint. For example, the package named
Clean Stale Tanium Client Data includes a Windows command-line command that executes
a Visual Basic Script that removes stale data from the Tanium™ Client directory and safely
kills any stale sensor or action processes.

Action deployment

You can deploy a package to Tanium Client host computers from the Interact Question
Results grid by initiating the Deploy Action workflow. The Tanium Server then distributes
the package files to endpoints through the linear chains of peers. The endpoints store all
package files for an action in a folder named Action_<ID>, where <ID> is the action
identifier. When the action runs, it generates status indicators that you can monitor from
the Tanium Console and generates client-side logs that you can use to troubleshoot
failures.

Action terms

Action group

Action groups are designed to target actions so that they are issued to only
appropriate computer groups. For example, you can create a computer group for
Windows computers and then an action group that targets that computer group.
When you configure scheduled actions to deploy packages that use Windows
commands, you can specify the action to be issued only to the action group for
Windows commands.

Action lock

Action locks are designed to suspend actions on the endpoint. You can deploy action
locks if you encounter unexpected behavior and want to turn off actions while you
debug it.

Action approval

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_packages.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user_71/platform_user/interact_results.html#Deploy_Action
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/index.html#File_distribution
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/actions_scheduled.html#Managing_Action_History
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/troubleshooting.html#Action_logs
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Action approval supports organizations that have policies requiring an approval
stage. When action approval is enabled, the logged in user that deploys the
scheduled action cannot also approve it. The action is put on hold until it is approved
by another user that has been assigned the Approve Action permission. Once
approved, the approval remains in force until the schedule ends or the scheduled
action configuration is modified.

Scheduled action

Scheduled actions are actions that the Tanium Server reissues periodically. These
actions are designed to promote hygiene. For example, after you import the Client
Maintenance content pack, the Tanium Server reissues the Clean Stale Tanium Client
Data action every four hours.

Policy action

Policy actions are scheduled actions that you use to enforce policies on endpoints.
For example, your enterprise policy might require a specific Tanium™ solution
module on all endpoints. Each policy action is based on a saved question. At each
scheduled action interval, the Tanium Server determines which endpoints match the
current results of the question. If any endpoints match, the Tanium Server deploys
the action to all endpoints but only the matching endpoints try to perform the action.

For example, say you configure an action that installs Tanium™ Trace only on
endpoints that match the question Get Tanium Trace Status equals needs
installation from all machines with Tanium Trace Status equals needs

installation. When first deploying this action, the Tanium Server installs the
module on a potentially large number of endpoints that do not have Tanium Trace
installed. However, few if any endpoints will match that condition in subsequent
scheduled deployments (perhaps only endpoints added after the first action
deployment). If no endpoints match, the action does not deploy, which conserves
bandwidth and avoids clutter in the Actions > Action History grid. By contrast, non-
policy actions (based on dynamic questions) deploy even when no endpoints match.
Furthermore, all the endpoints in the action group will attempt to perform a non-
policy action even if, having run previously, the action is unnecessary and therefore
never finishes.

Note that the Tanium Server does not deploy policy actions to endpoints that were
offline when it sent the saved questions and that then come online while the actions
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are in progress. The Tanium Server deploys only non-policy actions to endpoints that
come online while the actions are in progress. Non-policy actions are also useful in
cases where you want all endpoints in an action group to perform the action without
filtering the endpoints based on particular conditions (such as whether a particular
module is installed).

Note: If you delete a saved question, the Tanium Server continues reissuing it for any
policy actions that use the question, and the Administration > Question History grid
continues displaying the question for the scheduled action intervals.

User role requirements

You can see the Tanium Actions pages if you have actions-related permissions. Your
capabilities on the Tanium Action pages depend on your role-based permissions.

Reserved Role Capability

Administrator All capabilities and all permissions, except Bypass Action Approval.

Content Administrator All capabilities, except cannot create or edit action groups.

All permissions, except Bypass Action Approval.

Table 5: Reserved Roles and Actions

You can create advanced roles with the following permissions. When you configure the
roles, specify the content sets that include the associated packages.

Permission Capability

Read Action Can view the Scheduled Actions pages. Visibility of rows in the grid depends on the
Read Action permission on the content set for the underlying package. Can re-
download package files and copy grid rows to the clipboard.

Table 6: Permissions for Actions (Action Approval disabled)
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Permission Capability

Write Action Can view the Scheduled Actions pages. Users can see rows for actions they issued.
Users can see rows for actions issued by others if they have Read Action permission on
the content set for the underlying package.

Can see and use the Deploy Action button on the Question Results grid for
dynamic questions and saved questions.

Implies the Read Own Action, Read Package, and Show Preview permissions.

To deploy an action, edit an action, or check action status, a user also needs Read
Sensor and Read Saved Question on the Reserved content set. The Reserved
content set includes content used to ask preview and polling questions.

Write Action
for Saved
Question

Can see the Scheduled Actions pages, but the only rows are for the actions that the
user has deployed.

Can see and use the Deploy Action button on the Question Results grid but only
for saved questions that are configured with an associated package. The Read
Package permission is not required for the associated package. If the saved
question is not configured with an associated package, the Deploy Action button is
not displayed.

Tip: Use this permission instead of the Write Action permission to limit use by
"action users" who use Tanium to execute standard operating procedures created
by someone else.

The following advanced role permissions are relevant only when action approval is
enabled.

Permission Capability

Approve Action View the All Pending Approval page.

Visibility of rows in the grids depends on the Read Action
permission on the content set for the underlying package.

Must have Approve Action for the content set for the underlying
package. Can approve actions created by another user but not
their own.

Read Own Action Determines whether the logged in user's actions appear in the All
Pending Approval grid.

Table 7: Permissions for actions (action approval enabled)
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Permission Capability

Bypass Action Approval Actions created by a user with this permission are not subject to
approval requirements.

Does not apply retroactively.

Managing scheduled actions and action history

A scheduled action configuration specifies the following:

l Package

l Schedule settings, including start/end times and reissue intervals

l Targeting criteria specifying the endpoints that will run the action

The Tanium Server creates a scheduled action when you deploy an action from the
Question Results grid. When you install the Tanium Server, it automatically creates a set of
scheduled actions while importing initial content packs. These predefined actions relate to
the hygiene of the Tanium environment. The Tanium Server creates additional scheduled
actions when you import certain other Tanium content packs and Tanium solution
modules.

Administer scheduled actions

To perform administration tasks related to scheduled actions, go to the Actions >
Scheduled Actions page, which lists the actions in a grid. When you select a row, action
buttons for administrative tasks appear above the grid. The available buttons depend on
the row you select. For example, the unlabeled status column displays a green checkmark

to indicate enabled actions and a red minus to indicate disabled actions. When you
open the More drop-down list for an enabled action, the options include Disable Action,
but not Enable Action. If the status column indicated a disabled action, the More list would
include Enable Action but not Disable Action.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_packages.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_results.html#Deploy_Action
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Figure  27: Scheduled Actions page

The following table summarizes the administration tasks.

Task Guideline

Reissue Displays the Reissue Action page. You can change the name, schedule, and
targeting criteria.

Edit Displays the Edit Action page. You can change the schedule and targeting
criteria.

Package Status Displays package details. You can use this dialog box to re-download the package
if you had encountered issues with an out-of-date package.

Enable/Disable
Action

Enables/disables the scheduled action.

Change Group Assigns the scheduled action to a new action group. An action group contains one
or more computer groups.

Copy Action Copies the scheduled action to a new action group.

Copy Text Copies the grid row data to the clipboard.

Export Exports the configuration details for the selected item as an XML file.

Delete Displays the Delete Action page. You can review the configuration before you
delete it.

Table 8: Scheduled actions administration tasks
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Manage Action History

To view a chronology of initiated, completed, and scheduled actions, go to the Actions >
Action History page, which displays the Status of each action:

l Open: The time window for the action has not expired. The expiration period is the
larger result from the following calculations:

l The package Command Timeout + Download Timeout values
l The package Command Timeout + the scheduled action Distribute over value

l Closed: The time window has expired. If an action is reissued, the grid displays a
new row based on the new start time.

l Stopped: An administrator stopped the action.

You can use data range filters, computer group filters, text filters, and row sorting to find
actions that require administrative action. When you select a row, action buttons appear
above the grid, indicating the administration tasks you can perform for the selected action.

Figure  28: Action History page

The following table summarizes the administration tasks.

Task Guideline

Show Status Display the Action Status page to see additional status details.

Stop Stop the action.

Reissue Display the Reissue Action page. You can change the name, schedule, and
targeting criteria.

Copy Copy the grid row data to the clipboard.

Table 9: Action History administration tasks

The following figure shows the Action Status page.
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Figure  29: Action Status page

Tanium Clients report the following progress and completion states for actions:

l Waiting: Waiting to download files necessary to start the action.

l Downloading: Files necessary to start the action are downloading.

l Running: Action is currently executing.

l Waiting to Retry: Action will be retried shortly.

l Completed: Action has successfully been completed.

l Expired: Action did not start or complete within the available time window.

l Failed: Action was not successfully completed.

l Verified: Action completed and a verification question was used to verify success.
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Understand Action ID

The Tanium Server assigns an action ID to each action that you deploy. Knowing the ID is
useful when you want to see details about an action. For example, if you want to investigate
unexpected outcomes related to actions (such as package scripts that failed to run), you
can use action IDs to find and review actions logs. The Tanium Console displays action IDs
in multiple places.

l The Actions > Action History page displays an action ID column.

Figure  30: Action ID on the Action History page

l The Action Status page displays the Action ID in the Details section and in the
browser URL. This page opens automatically when you deploy an unscheduled
action. You can also open the page from the Action History page.
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Figure  31: Action ID on the Action Status page

On managed endpoints, the Tanium Client displays action IDs in the action status file and
log files.

l In the
<ClientInstallationFolder>\Downloads\config\ActionStatuses
.ast file, action IDs map each action to its status.

Figure  32: Action ID in the ActionStatuses.ast file
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l In the <ClientInstallationFolder>\Downloads folder, each action log
display the associated action ID in its filename.

Figure  33: Action IDs in Action_<ID>.txt logs

Import/export a scheduled action configuration

As a best practice, test scheduled actions in your lab before importing them into your
production environment.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

Users can export specific scheduled actions for which they have Write Action permission.
Users with the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved role can export and import
the complete scheduled actions configuration.

EXPORT SPECIFIC ACTIONS

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Select one or more actions and selectMore > Export.
3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server

exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.
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EXPORT THE COMPLETE SCHEDULED ACTIONS CONFIGURATION

1. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Export to XML in the top right of the
Tanium Console.

2. Select Saved Actions and click Export.
3. Enter a File Name or use the default name, and then click OK. The Tanium Server

exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT AN ACTIONS CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Import from XML at the top right of
the Tanium Console.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Managing action groups

You use action groups to define which managed endpoints are the targets for scheduled
actions.

In Tanium Core Platform 7.1 and later, the default definition for the action group named
Default includes the wildcard group named No Computers. This means that actions that
target the Default action group have no impact. In previous releases, the Default action
group included the wildcard group named All Computers. The previous behavior enabled
deploying many core Tanium™ Initial Content packages to a wide set of endpoints. Tanium
changed the Default definition in version 7.1 to force users to manage action groups
before issuing actions to Tanium Clients.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved roles can create, modify, or
delete action group configurations.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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Create an action group

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Click New Group to display the configuration page.

3. Specify a Name and Visibility option, and select Computer Groups. You can combine
the sets of computers using a Boolean AND or Boolean OR.

4. Click Save.

Edit an action group

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Select the action group in the left pane.

The console displays the group details in the right pane.

3. Click Edit to display the configuration page.

Change the action group associated with an action

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Click a row in the grid to select the action you want to change.

3. Click More > Change Group.
4. Select the action group and click Confirm.

Delete an action group

1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. Select the action group in the left pane and click Delete. A dialog box displays the

action group details so that you can evaluate the impact of deleting.

3. If the action group has existing scheduled actions, select another action group in the
Migrate existing scheduled actions to below selected action group drop-down list.

4. Click Delete.

Best practices
MOVE TANIUM ACTIONS TO THEIR OWN GROUP

The Tanium Initial Content and Client Maintenance content packs and other Tanium
solutions include scheduled actions to ensure the endpoints have the tools needed to
perform the functions in the sensors and packages deployed. You must reissue these
scheduled actions to all endpoints to catch any new endpoints that do not have Tanium
installed, endpoints that were rebuilt or had Tanium uninstalled, or virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) endpoints that refresh on a regular basis. After the initial deployment,
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create an action group that includes All Computers, and move the Initial Content and Client
Maintenance scheduled actions to this new group.

DEFINE SPECIFIC USE FOR EACH ACTION GROUP

Action groups comprise one or more computer groups. You can create an action group for
a particular event and add computer groups over time: first a test group, then OS type
groups or region groups.

LIMIT ACCESS TO EDIT ACTION GROUPS

Coordinate changes you make to the action groups configuration with all affected
administrators. An administrator might have configured scheduled actions that target the
set of computers that belong to the action group as it existed when the scheduled action
was last configured.

MINIMIZE ACTION GROUP COMPLEXITY

When the Tanium Server issues a recurring action, action groups with long and complex
targeting conditions use more resources and network traffic than groups with short and
simple conditions. To reduce resource usage and traffic, minimize the number of computer
groups associated with each action group, and keep the definitions of those computer
groups as simple as possible. Consult your Technical Account Manager (TAM) for options to
simplify computer groups.

Using action lock content

When you want to prevent the Tanium Client from running Tanium package scripts on
certain endpoints, you can deploy an action lock. An action lock prevents any actions from
running except those with packages that have the Ignore action lock option enabled (see
Create a package on page 114). The Initial Content - Base content pack includes action lock
packages for Windows and non-Windows endpoints. This content pack also includes a
sensor named Action Lock Status and saved questions that use this sensor, which enable
you to track Tanium Clients that have the action lock turned on.

Turn on action lock

1. Ask a targeting question, such as Get Computer Name and Action Lock Status

from all machines.

2. Select the result rows for endpoints that require the action lock, and click Deploy
Action.
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3. Select the Tanium Client - Set Action Lock On package and select the appropriate
Action Group.

4. Click Show Preview to Continue and then Deploy Action. The Action Status page
opens.

5. Monitor the action status. If you want to test the action lock, record the Action ID and
wait for the action to complete.

Test the action lock

1. Issue the saved question Clients That Cannot Take Actions - Action Lock On.
2. Log into an endpoint that is included in the question results, and review the settings.

Turning on the action lock creates an ActionLockFlag setting on endpoints and sets
the value to 1. On Windows endpoints, this setting is a registry key.

3. On the endpoint, open the associated action log and look for a message that
indicates the action lock is on. Action logs are in the <Tanium_Client_
installation_directory>/Downloads folder. You can identify the log for a
specific action by the log filename (Action_<ID>.txt), which contains the Action
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ID displayed in the Action Status page or Actions > Action History page.

4. Deploy an action to the endpoint (see Deploy an action). After the Action Status page
opens, the action eventually times out and its status changes to Expired. The Action
History page shows the Status as Closed after the action expires.

Turn off action lock

1. Issue the saved question Clients That Cannot Take Actions - Action Lock On.
2. Select the result rows for endpoints that require the action lock turned off, and click

Deploy Action.
3. Select the Tanium Client - Set Action Lock Off package and select the appropriate

Action Group.
4. Click Show Preview to Continue and then Deploy Action. The Action Status page

opens.

5. Monitor the status and wait for the action to complete.

Verify that action lock is off

1. Issue the saved question Clients That Cannot Take Actions - Action Lock On, and
verify that the results do not include the endpoints for which you turned off the
action lock.

2. Log into an endpoint that is not included in the question results, and review the
settings. Turning off the action lock removes the ActionLockFlag setting on
endpoints.

3. On the endpoint, open the associated action log and look for a message that
indicates the action lock is off. Action logs are in the <Tanium_Client_
installation_directory>/Downloads folder. You can identify the log for a
specific action by the log filename (Action_<ID>.txt), which contains the Action
ID displayed in the Action Status page or Actions > Action History page.
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Using action approval

Some organizations implement two-person integrity, which means that actions a user
initiates cannot run until another user approves those actions. Approvers can be users with
the full Administrator role or users with the special action approval role. If your
organization allows exceptions to approval requirements, you can assign a bypass approval
role.

Create an action approver role

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Create an advanced role that grants Approve Action permission on the content sets

you specify.

3. Save the configuration.

Create a bypass action approval role

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Create an advanced role that grants Bypass Action Approval permission on the

content sets you specify. Actions created by a user with this permission are not
subject to approval requirements.

3. Save the configuration.

Assign the action approval and bypass roles to users

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the row for a user and click Edit.
3. Assign one of the roles you created for action approvers or users who can bypass

action approval.

4. Save the configuration.

Enable or disable action approval

1. Go to Administration > Global Settings.
2. Select the require_action_approval setting and click Edit.
3. Change the setting value to 1 (enable) or 0 (disable), and click Save.

IMPORTANT: If you disable action approval, actions pending approval cannot be
completed. To avoid this, ask your approver to clear the list of actions pending

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-man_rule
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approval before disabling the feature. Alternatively, review the actions on the Actions
> Action History page and reissue actions as necessary for the desired results.

Review the All Pending Approval grid

When action approval is enabled, users with the Administrator reserved role can display
the Actions > All Pending Approval page. The page is filtered to show the backlog of
actions that are waiting for approval, but otherwise it has the same fields and action
buttons as the Actions > Scheduled Actions page (see Administer scheduled actions on
page 91).

Figure  34: All Pending Approval page

Approve pending actions

1. Log in as a user with the Administrator role or an action approver role. The Tanium
Console displays the number of actions requiring approval.
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2. Go to Actions > Actions I Can Approve.
You can use text filters and row sorting to find actions that you want to review.

3. Select the action you want to approve and click Approve.
4. Review the action configuration and click Approve Action.
5. Enter your password to complete the approval.

Note: Approval of a scheduled action remains in force until the schedule ends or
someone modifies the scheduled action configuration.
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Part 3: Content
Authoring overview

In a Tanium™ deployment, content refers to sensors, packages, and saved questions that
extend Tanium use cases or customize them for particular environments or particular
objectives. For example, when a new application comes into use in an environment, a
content developer can write a sensor script that maintains data about the installed or
running application and a package script that takes action to stop or start it.

Content developers must have the following prerequisite knowledge and experience:

l Understand the Tanium platform

l Expert knowledge of the endpoint operating system

l Experience writing and testing scripts written in VBScript (Windows), shell script (non-
Windows), or Python

Your team might include content developers who create saved questions that can be
reissued according to a schedule or associated with packages included in the Deploy Action
workflow. These content developers do not necessarily write scripts, but they must be
aware of the systems and processes running on endpoints in the network, understand the
impact that scheduled questions and scheduled actions might have on endpoints, and be
ready to make adjustments that might be necessary.

Most customers leverage the content provided in Tanium content packs and solution
modules as much as they can, and work with their technical account manager (TAM) on
customizations and new use cases.

IMPORTANT: When developing content for the Tanium Core Platform, the best
practice is to examine the content in the Tanium content packs as examples of code
and settings that were tested for best results. Use the tested sensors and packages as
a models for your custom content.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user_71/platform_user/interact_results.html#Deploy_Action
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Managing and creating sensors

Overview

A sensor configuration includes settings, script content, and script parameters. Sensors use
familiar, industry-standard scripting languages rather than arcane, proprietary coding
syntax. The best practice is for sensors to use the scripting engine available on the largest
number of managed endpoints. On Windows endpoints, VBScript typically provides the
most comprehensive out-of-the-box coverage because it is installed by default in every
desktop release of Microsoft Windows since Windows 98 and in Windows Server since
Windows NT 4.0 Option Pack. On macOS and Linux endpoints, shell script generally
provides the most comprehensive out-of-the-box coverage. Of course, you can develop
sensors using any other scripting language that the operating system supports (such as
PowerShell on Windows), as long as the associated scripting engine already exists on the
endpoint, or you can deploy and configure the engine on the endpoints that do not have it
installed.

You cannot edit the configurations of Tanium reserved sensors, which are core system
sensors that include Computer Name, Action Statuses, Computer ID, and Download
Statuses.

Use the Content > Sensors page to view, add, edit, or delete sensor configurations.

User role requirements

To create, modify, or delete sensor configurations, your user account requires a role with
the Write Sensor permission. Users with the Administrator or Content Administrator
reserved roles have this permission.

Edit a sensor

As a best practice, do not edit predefined sensors that are provided through content packs
imported from Tanium (for details, see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on
page 28). Consult your Technical Account Manager (TAM) if editing the Tanium-provided
sensors is necessary. You can also edit custom sensors that you created from scratch. To
edit a sensor:

1. Go to Authoring > Sensors.
2. Use the search and column sorting features to find the sensor that you want to edit.

3. Select the sensor row, click Edit, and configure the settings as described in Table 10.

4. Save your changes.
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Create a sensor

1. Go to > Sensors.
2. Click New Sensor and complete the configuration as described in Table 10.

3. Save the configuration.

Settings Guidelines

Name Specify a configuration name. The name appears in sensors lists that are
incorporated into Tanium Console workflows. Observe the existing naming
scheme so that you and other administrators can find it easily. Do not use
an underscore character (_), which is a delimiter for sensor subcolumns. If
the sensor name has an underscore, sensor-sourced packages cannot use
the sensor as a sensor variable.

Important: If you change the sensor name, be sure to reconfigure
content that references it. For example, you must update the sensor
name in any saved questions that are configured with the previous
name.

Description Enter a description. Include examples of formatted results. The description
appears in the Sensors page and in the Browse Sensors dialog box of the
Question Builder.

Content Set Assign to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which
you have Write Sensor permission.

Category Specify one of the categories that appears on the Sensors page and in the
Browse Sensors dialog box of the Question Builder.

Result Type The Question Results grid treats values that the sensor returns as the type
of data you specify:

l Date/Time (RFC822)

l Date/Time (WMI)

l File Size

l Integer

l IP Address

l Numeric

l Text

l Time Duration

l Version

Table 10: Sensor configuration guidelines
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Settings Guidelines

Max Age Maximum time for which the Tanium Client can use a cached result to
answer a question. For example, the maximum data age for the File Size
sensor is 15 minutes by default. When a Tanium Client is asked a question
that executes the File Size sensor, it caches the result. Over the next 15
minutes, if the Tanium Client is asked a question that includes the File Size
sensor, it responds with the cached answer. After 15 minutes, if the Tanium
Client is asked a question that includes the File Size sensor, it executes the
sensor script again to compute a fresh answer.

Use shorter ages for sensors that return values that change frequently,
such as status and utilization sensors. Use longer ages for values that
typically change infrequently, such as the chassis type or Active
Directory domain membership.

Ignore case in result
values

Group and count result values regardless of differences in upper-case and
lower-case characters.

Exclude result values
when parsing questions

By default, the Tanium Server archives the unique result values gathered
from Tanium Clients in response to a sensor. The natural language parser
uses these results to determine the most likely sensor to return a particular
value when an Interact user enters a result value as part of a question
rather than using a sensor name. Enabling this option improves the overall
performance of the question parser.

Hide this sensor from
sensor lists and parse
results

Select this option if you want sensor lists throughout the user interface to
exclude the object.

Split into multiple
columns using
delimiter

(Multicolumn sensors only) If the sensor script returns multiple results,
display them in multiple columns on the Question Results grid. Specify the
delimiter character used to separate result values in the script. Enter
column names and corresponding result types, and arrange them in the
order you want them displayed in the results grid. Select the Hide option to
hide the column from the default view of the results grid.

Scripts For each target platform:

1. Click + to add a target platform.

2. Set the Query Type to the desired scripting engine.

3. Paste in script text.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_multicolumn_sensor.html
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Settings Guidelines

Parameter Inputs (Parameterized sensors only) Click + and then Add Parameter to configure
a parameter. Options include:

l Checkbox—User enables a setting by checking a box. 0 or 1 is entered
into the variable. Returns 1 if checked and 0 if not checked.

l Date,Date Time,Date Time Range—User selects a date and time or a
range. The date time format is epoch with milliseconds. For a range, the
user specifies two date times separated by a pipe.

l Drop Down List—User selects only one option from a list.

l List—User selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a
pipe.

l Numeric—User enters a number. The input can be controlled with
minimum and maximums. You can specify a Step Size to require that the
input be divisible by the specified value. Snap Interval is the amount that
a number is increased or decreased by pressing the up or down button
respectively. The value for Step Size should be a multiple of the value for
Snap Interval unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected number is
entered into the variable.

l Numeric Interval—User selects a number and an item from a list. The
list item has a numeric value. The value entered into the variable is the
result of the multiplication. For example, if a user selects 2 and selects
High (with high having a value of 3), the value is 6 in the variable.

l Plugin—Not intended for use by most users. Contact your TAM for
additional information about its use.

l Separator—A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the
user input form.

l Text Area—User enters a large amount of text. The text is entered into
the variable.

l Text Input—User enters text input. Allowed entries can be controlled
with regular expressions. The user input is entered into the variable.

l Time—User selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be
subject to restrictions.

Sensor Preview Select a computer group or click Add to build one and then click Preview to
see test results for the sensor.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_parameterized_sensor.html
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Import/export a sensor configuration

As a best practice, develop and test content in your lab environment before distributing it
to your production servers. The Tanium Console import/export XML feature supports this
practice.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

Users can export specific sensors for which they have Write Sensor permission. Users with
the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved role can export and import the
complete sensors configuration.

EXPORT SPECIFIC SENSORS

1. Go to Authoring > Sensors.
2. Select one or more sensors and click Export in the toolbar above the table header.

3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

EXPORT THE COMPLETE SENSORS CONFIGURATION

1. Go to Authoring > Sensors and click Export All in the table header.

Tip: Alternatively, or if you want to export other configuration objects in
addition to sensors, go to any Authoring or Permissions page, click Export to
XML in the top right of the Tanium Console, select Sensors and any other
object types, and click Export.

2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT A SENSORS CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Import from XML at the top right of
the Tanium Console.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
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4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the
Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Managing and creating packages

Overview

A package configuration includes settings, a command, a script, and any other files needed
to orchestrate an action on a managed endpoint. You can deploy a package from the
Interact Question Results grid by initiating the Deploy Action workflow.

The Tanium Client service runs with the permissions of the LocalSystem or root account, so
it can perform almost any command line instruction available to an Administrator logged
into the endpoint. Consequently, even if logged in users do not have administrative rights,
a Tanium Console user can deploy actions to the endpoint that install, update, or remove
client applications as long as those applications can be:

l Installed from a command line using the permissions of the LocalSystem account
(Windows) or root (non-Windows).

l Configured to suppress any interaction with an end-user logged into a target
endpoint at installation time.

l Dynamically customized at installation, if needed, through options, switches, or input
files passed to the application installer.

If the required executables, scripts, and configuration files do not natively have these
characteristics, you might be able to use a commercial software packaging tool such as
InstallShield or an open-sourced application like Nullsoft Scriptable Install System to create
a new version of the installer.

You can use the Tanium Core Platform to track the count of installed applications, as well
as whether those applications are being used. Therefore, before installing new software or
upgrading versions of existing software, verify that your organization owns the required
number of licenses or meets the Acceptable-Use criteria to centrally distribute and install
the commercial or open-sourced software to endpoints within your organization.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user_71/platform_user/interact_results.html#Deploy_Action
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User role requirements

To create, modify, or delete package configurations, your user account requires a role with
the Write Package permission. Users with the Administrator or Content Administrator
reserved roles have this permission.

Edit a package

As a best practice, do not edit predefined packages that are provided through content
packs imported from Tanium (for details, see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium
content on page 28). Consult your Technical Account Manager (TAM) if editing the Tanium-
provided packages is necessary. You can also edit custom packages that you created from
scratch. To edit a package:

1. Go to Authoring > Packages.
2. Use the search and column sorting features to find the package you want to edit.

3. Select the package row, click Edit, and complete the configuration as described in
Table 11.

4. Save your changes.

Re-download package files

1. Go to Authoring > Packages.
2. Use the search and column sorting features to find the package you want to edit.

3. Select the package row and click Status.
A pop-up displays the status.

4. Review the status and, if applicable, click re-download.

Tip: You can also re-download package files from the Action Status page, which you
can open from the Actions > Action History page.
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Create a package

1. Go to Authoring > Package.
2. Click New Package and complete the configuration as described in Table 11.

3. Save the configuration.

Settings Guidelines

Package Name Configuration name to identify the package.

Display Name This name appears in the Packages page, the Deploy Action page, and the
Browse Packages dialog box (opened from the Deploy Actions page).

Content Set Assign to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which
you have Write Package permission.

Command Specify the command to run on the endpoint.

Optionally, use the Add sensor variable link to insert a reference to a
sensor. When the command runs, the value that the sensor returns is
substituted for the variable. One example where a sensor-sourced
command is useful is when you want to kill a process currently running
on an endpoint. The Running Processes sensor returns a list of all the
processes running on each endpoint. You can deploy a package directly
from a question that uses the Running Processes sensor to then kill one
of the identified processes.

Command Timeout /
Download Timeout

The formula for estimating an action timeout is Command Timeout +
Download Timeout. If the action does not finish by the timeout, it must be
reissued.

Ignore action lock Enable endpoints to execute actions that include this package regardless of
whether the action lock is on for those endpoints. Use this option in
packages that promote hygiene. For details, see Using action lock content
on page 100.

Table 11: Package configuration guidelines
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Settings Guidelines

Launch this package in
a process group

(Requires Tanium Core Platform servers and Tanium Clients to run version
7.2 or later.) Run the package command in a process group. When the
command completes or times out, the process group and any remaining
descendant processes are killed.

By default, you cannot configure this setting. To make it configurable,
go to Administration > Global Settings and set allow_process_group_
flag_edit to 1. When you create a new package through the Tanium
Console, the setting is enabled by default. However, to enable the
setting in an imported package, you must set the <process_group_
flag> to 1 in the XML before importing, or configure allow_process_
group_flag_edit in the Tanium Console after importing.

Files Select files for the package using the following controls to upload or
download the files:

l Local File
Browse and select a file from your local host computer. When you
upload it, a SHA-256 hash is generated.

l Remote File
Specify the URL, its SHA-256 hash (optional), and a Check for update
option.

All the files related to packaging are stored in a subdirectory of the
Tanium Server directory.
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Settings Guidelines

Parameter Inputs (Parameterized packages only) Click + and Add Parameter to configure a
parameter. Options include:

l Checkbox—User enables a setting by checking a box. 0 or 1 is entered
into the variable. Returns 1 if checked and 0 if not checked.

l Date,Date Time,Date Time Range—User selects a date and time or a
range. The date time format is epoch with milliseconds. For a range, the
user specifies two date times separated by a pipe.

l Drop Down List—User selects only one option from a list.

l List—User selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a
pipe.

l Numeric—User enters a number. The input can be controlled with
minimum and maximums. You can specify a Step Size to require that the
input be divisible by the specified value. Snap Interval is the amount that
a number is increased or decreased by pressing the up or down button
respectively. The value for Step Size should be a multiple of the value for
Snap Interval unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected number is
entered into the variable.

l Numeric Interval—User selects a number and an item from a list. The
list item has a numeric value. The value entered into the variable is the
result of the multiplication. For example, if a user selects 2 and selects
High (with high having a value of 3), the value is 6 in the variable.

l Plugin—Not intended for use by most users. Contact your TAM for
additional information about its use.

l Separator—A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the
user input form.

l Text Area—User enters a large amount of text. The text is entered into
the variable.

l Text Input—User enters text input. Allowed entries can be controlled
with regular expressions. The user input is entered into the variable.

l Time—User selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be
subject to restrictions.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_parameterized_package.html
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Settings Guidelines

Verification Query 1. Click Add.
2. Use the Filter Bar or Filter Builder to build the filter part of a question

that will return machines that have successfully performed the action.

3. Specify a verification failure timeout. The clock begins with the start of
the action. If the action is not verified within the timeout period, the
Tanium Client reports the action status as failed.

After you configure a Verification Query and run the action, the Action
Status page shows an additional progress bar and Client Status Details
show the machines for which the action is verified.

The Verification Query configuration uses a preview question. You
must have the Read Sensor permission on the Reserved content set to
ask the question, and therefore you also require that permission to add
a Verification Query.

Import/export a package configuration

As a best practice, develop and test content in your lab environment before distributing it
to your production servers. The console import/export XML feature supports this practice.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

Users can export specific packages for which they have Write Package permission. Users
with the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved role can export and import the
complete packages configuration.

EXPORT SPECIFIC PACKAGES

1. Go to Authoring > Packages.
2. Select one or more packages and click Export in the toolbar above the table

header.

3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.
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EXPORT THE COMPLETE PACKAGES CONFIGURATION

1. Go to Authoring > Packages and click Export All in the table header.

Tip: Alternatively, or if you want to export other configuration objects in
addition to packages, go to any Authoring or Permissions page, click Export to
XML in the top right of the Tanium Console, select Packages and any other
object types, and click Export.

2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT A PACKAGES CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Import from XML at the top right of
the Tanium Console.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Managing saved questions

A saved question configuration includes question syntax and settings. You create a saved
question from the Interact Question bar.

User role requirements

To create, modify, or delete saved question configurations, your user account requires a
role with the Write Saved Question permission. The Read Sensor content set permissions
determine the available sensors.

In addition to the Write Saved Question permission, you must have the Write Action and
Write Package permissions to add associated actions to a new saved question

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_saved_questions.html#Saving_Questions
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configuration. In addition to these three permissions, you must also have owner
permissions for the question if you later want to modify or delete the associated actions.

Users assigned the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved roles have these
permissions.

Edit a saved question

As a best practice, do not edit saved questions that are provided through content packs
imported from Tanium (for details, see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on
page 28). Consult your Technical Account Manager (TAM) if editing the Tanium-provided
questions is necessary. Alternatively, you can create copies of Tanium-provided questions
and edit the copies. You can also edit custom saved questions that you created from
scratch. To edit a saved question:

1. Go to Authoring > Saved Questions.
2. Use the search and column sorting features to find the saved question you want to

edit.

3. Select the saved question row, click Edit, and configure the following settings.

Settings Guidelines

Name Specify a configuration name. The name appears in saved question lists that
are incorporated into Tanium Console workflows. Observe the existing
naming scheme so that you and other administrators can find it easily.

Content Set Assign to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which
you have Write Saved Question permission.

Visibility l According to RBAC. Users must have the Read Saved Question
permission for the content set to which the saved question belongs to
see the saved question.

l Only the Owner and Admins. Only the object owner and users with the
Administrator reserved role can see the saved question.
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Settings Guidelines

Reissue this
question every

If you want to periodically reissue the question, specify a number and unit
for the reissue interval:Minutes,Hours,Days. The Tanium Server first
issues the saved question immediately after you save the configuration.
Tanium Clients that are online at that time respond with their answers. You
can use the reissue option to account for machines that are not currently
online but are routinely online within predictable cycles (and even
unpredictable times). For example, employee laptops might be offline the
moment you save the saved question configuration, but you think you are
likely to find them online at least once if you were to check every eight
hours.

If you configure reissuing, the Tanium Server reissues the saved question
in the background at the interval you specify. For example, if you save
the saved question configuration at 9:00 a.m. local time and specify a
reissue interval of every eight hours, the Tanium Server reissues the
saved question at 5:00 p.m., 1:00 a.m., 9:00 a.m., and so on. The results
are archived. This improves the data quality of recent responses
displayed in the Question Results grid for machines that are not online
when you use Interact to issue the question. You can use the Question
History to verify that the saved questions are sent according to the
reissue interval you configured.

Note: If you specify a reissue interval of eight hours, the Tanium Server
reissues the saved question exactly every eight hours, regardless of time
changes due to daylight savings time.

Make this
question
available for
drilldown

Include in the Select Drilldown Question dialog box, Saved Questions
tab.

Make this
question
available for
merging

Include the question in the Select Merge Questions dialog box, Saved
Questions tab.

If you do not enable this option when creating the saved question, the
option will not be available to subsequent edits.

Note: To make a question available for potential use in a merge
operation, the Tanium Server must maintain data per computer ID. This
effectively makes the question a non-counting question.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html#Question_history
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html#Question_history
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Settings Guidelines

Enable recent
view on this
counting
question

This option enables collection and reporting of recent data in the Question
Results grid.

Current data includes responses from machines that are currently
online. Recent data might include responses from offline machines. The
Tanium Server caches Tanium Client responses for seven days by
default. If a client is not online when a question is issued, but a cached
value exists for it, the the Tanium Server can pass the recent cached
result to the results grid. (You can change the default limit for recent
cached results through the global setting max_most_recent_age.)

This option appears when the question is a counting question that has
exactly one sensor. You can enable the option only in the New Saved
Question form, not the Edit Saved Question form.

Note: To maintain recent results, the Tanium Server must maintain data
per computer ID. This effectively makes the question a non-counting
question.

Default Tab Specify a default tab:Question,Grid, or Pie. The Default Tab setting is
saved as a user preference unless you select Use these as the default
preferences for all users.

Default Grid
Chart Zoom

Set the data period for the initial Question Results grid display:Current or
Recent.

Use these as the
default
preferences for
all users

This option appears only for users with the Administrator or Content
Administrator roles. The purpose is to enable an advanced user to curate
the configuration for other users. Defaults are commonly understood as
good choices. When this option is selected, the administrator's choices
populate the initial defaults shown for subsequent users.

The subsequent users are free to modify the settings. When non-
administrator users modify the settings, their choices are preserved and
will persist even when another administrator subsequently changes the
default preferences.

Note: When an Administrator or Content Administrator makes changes,
it does change the settings for all other Administrator or Content
Administrator users. This design forces administrators to agree on the
best default settings.
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Settings Guidelines

Associated
Actions

Optional. Click Add Package and select the package that you want to be
the default when a user clicks the Deploy Action button in the Question
Results grid.

4. Save your changes.

Note: If you create a saved question based on a parameterized sensor, and then
modify the sensor, the saved question behaves as originally designed. Only after you
modify the saved question will it behave as expected with the new sensor definition.

Import/export a saved question configuration

As a best practice, develop and test content in your lab environment before distributing it
to your production servers. The Tanium Console import/export XML feature supports this
practice.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

Users can export specific saved questions for which they have Write Saved Question
permission. Users with the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved role can export
and import the complete saved questions configuration.

EXPORT SPECIFIC SAVED QUESTIONS

1. Go to Authoring > Saved Questions.
2. Select one or more saved questions and click Export in the toolbar above the table

header.

3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

EXPORT THE COMPLETE SAVED QUESTIONS CONFIGURATION

1. Go to Authoring > Saved Questions and click Export All in the table header.

Tip: Alternatively, or if you want to export other configuration objects in
addition to saved questions, go to any Authoring or Permissions page, click
Export to XML in the top right of the Tanium Console, select Saved Questions
and any other object types, and click Export.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_sq_associated_action.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_example_sq_associated_action.html
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2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT A SAVED QUESTIONS CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Import from XML at the top right of
the Tanium Console.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Signing content XML files

As a best practice, develop and test content in your lab environment before distributing it
to your production servers. The Tanium Console import/export XML feature supports this
practice.

By default, content that you import into the Tanium Server requires a digital signature. On
the Tanium Server, you maintain the public keys of trusted signers. When you import
content, the server checks the signature against its store of public key files. If the check
fails, the content is not imported, and the Tanium Console displays failure messages.

Figure  35: Errors due to signature verification failure

Note: Tanium signs content that you import as a component of Tanium solutions or
Tanium content packs. The public key is distributed to the Tanium Server during
installation.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML file

You can use the KeyUtility program to generate cryptographic key pair and sign
XML content files. Download the KeyUtility program from the Tanium Support Knowledge
Base article about signing content XML files (login required).

The Tanium installation includes a cryptographic key utility you use to sign content XML
files. The command-line utility and associated files are in the top-level installation directory
(for example, D:\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Server). You can run the
utility from the installation directory or copy the following files to a working directory:

l KeyUtility.exe

l TaniumCryptoLibrary.dll

To generate the signing keys, use the following command:

KeyUtility.exe makekeys outFile

For example:

KeyUtility.exe makekeys TaniumLab

The utility generates a public and private key pair. The following is an example of a working
directory after the keys have been generated:

D:\Tanium\Working>KeyUtility.exe makekeys TaniumLab

D:\Tanium\Working>dir

Directory of D:\Tanium\Working

04/12/2017 10:12 AM <DIR> .
04/12/2017 10:12 AM <DIR> ..
04/10/2017 02:14 PM 20,435 Example Multicolumn
Sensor Windows Registry.xml
03/30/2017 03:56 PM 6,806,440 KeyUtility.exe
03/30/2017 03:33 PM 4,274,600 TaniumCryptoLibrary.dll
04/12/2017 10:12 AM 158 TaniumLab.pub
04/12/2017 10:12 AM 241 TaniumLab.pvk

5 File(s) 11,101,874 bytes
2 Dir(s) 23,338,422,272 bytes free

Next, use the following command to sign the content XML file:

KeyUtility.exe signcontent TaniumLab.pvk <XMLfile>

https://tanium.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/230181927
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For example:

KeyUtility.exe signcontent TaniumLab.pvk "Example Multicolumn Sensor Windows
Registry.xml"

The utility appends a signature at the bottom of the XML file. It looks similar to the
following:

<!--
hash=2a8bc7529c9fcdad037982bcbfc12306aa88ac8b9d95d02248ec369008188b7c0e356a
d1811609c7
54eb01dc97c09b9f2acb10331e2d9dbf77d309124c61950a;signature=01AF3D547A97CCBD
62A022F398
586DEAD4E29A30C29406283DA2E8F1E9FCF176194D66D4D9602538102F8F2FBBCFBC7AF370D
B44E839C04
7253A246447E9A146706F00E94CD26D2CF29D8916E6EE0F21C77F0E13A6769905E5DDC09458
912A94BB74
C1311C9B26301DB8D8C73AC043EBC6A5A836FB6815011F1ACB37E0248A30F100B631-->

Copy the content signing public key file to your Tanium servers

Before you import the XML file, copy the public key file to the Tanium Server keys folder,
such as D:\Tanium\Tanium Server\content_public_keys\content.

Note: For information on adding the content signing key to the Tanium Server on a
Tanium Appliance, see the Tanium Appliance Installation Guide.

Example: Package files

Some package commands depend on utilities and resources that were previously installed
in known locations, while other commands depend on files distributed with the package.
For example, the Tanium Client uninstall utility resides in the top-level installation folder on
Windows (such as C:\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client).

You can easily develop a package that invokes the uninstall utility.

https://docs.tanium.com/appliance/appliance/tanium_operations_menu.html#custom_signed_content
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Figure  36: Package that invokes the uninstall application

IMPORTANT: The command syntax you specify in the Command box must include all
appropriate command line switches to ensure the task is executed silently. For
example, setup.exe /S,msiexec.exe /i installme.msi /qn, installme.exe /S /D=DIR,
and ipconfig /flushdns.

On macOS, the Tanium Client distribution does not include an uninstall utility. You can
create a shell script to uninstall the Tanium Client and use a package to deploy it.

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/deploy_package_mac.html#uninstall
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Figure  37: Package that distributes and runs an uninstall script

Note: In these example actions, the Tanium Client is uninstalled. If an action to
uninstall the Tanium Client succeeds, the endpoint does not send a final success
message for the action. The Tanium Client has been removed, so the endpoint has
no means to communicate with the Tanium Server.

Example: Multicolumn sensors

Multicolumn sensors are designed to collect multiple pieces of related data in a single
answer.

Create multicolumn sensors when the data is more useful when presented as a single
record. For example, when you look into Windows Registry issues, you need to know
multiple pieces of information.
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Registry Key Value Names with Data is a multicolumn sensor included in the Initial
Content pack. It returns: User (if User hive), Keypath, Value, Data, Data Type, and OS
architecture type.

Figure  38: Results from a multicolumn sensor

Script

The script must add a delimiter between each property as it writes to the standard output
channel. The delimiter in the script must match the delimiter specified in the settings.
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Figure  39: Multicolumn delimiters in sensor script

Settings

For multicolumn sensors, when you configure sensor settings, select Split into multiple
columns using delimiter, specify a string separator (a pipe is common), and use the
controls to specify the columns.
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Figure  40: Multicolumn result settings

Example: Parameterized sensors

Parameterized sensors are designed to prompt the user to specify a value of interest when
asking a dynamic question. If it becomes a saved question, the value is saved and is
specified when the saved question is reissued.

Create parameterized sensors to use as tools for hunting specific values of interest that are
often variable, such as file names, process names, registry key values, and more.

Registry Value Data is a parameterized sensor included in the Initial Content pack. When it
is the basis for a dynamic question, the parser prompts you to specify values for the
Registry Key and Registry Value parameters.
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Figure  41: Question parser prompts for values to pass to the parameterized
sensor

When you specify values and click Go, the question is issued. The syntax in the Question
Bar shows the substituted values, and the Question Results grid is populated.

Figure  42: Results from a dynamic question with a parameterized sensor

IMPORTANT: When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor
definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object called a temp sensor.
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On the endpoint, the Tanium™ Client runs the temp sensor when it computes
answers to a saved question that calls it. A saved question that is reissued according
to a schedule continues to use the temp sensor even if the sensor from which it was
based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor is updated, and you want the saved question
to use the updated code, you must re-create the saved question.

Script

When you develop the sensor script, enclose the input parameters with double vertical bars
(||), like ||strKey|| and ||strValue|| in the following example.

Figure  43: Sensor script

UTF8 DECODING

Parameter data is percent encoded by the console before it is passed to the underlying
script and must be decoded before use. The Registry Value Data example shown in Figure
43 uses an @include to the i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs script. This script ensures user input via
the console form is properly encoded when passed to the sensor script.

'- Begin file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs
'========================================
' UTF8Decode
'========================================
' Used to convert the UTF-8 style parameters passed from
' the server to sensors in sensor parameters.
' This function should be used to safely pass non english input to
sensors.
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'-----
'-----
Function UTF8Decode(str)

Dim arraylist(), strLen, i, sT, val, depth, sR
Dim arraysize
arraysize = 0
strLen = Len(str)
for i = 1 to strLen

sT = mid(str, i, 1)
if sT = "%" then

if i + 2 <= strLen then
Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = cbyte("&H" & mid(str, i + 1, 2))
arraysize = arraysize + 1
i = i + 2

end if
else

Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = asc(sT)
arraysize = arraysize + 1

end if
next
depth = 0
for i = 0 to arraysize - 1

Dim mybyte
mybyte = arraylist(i)
if mybyte and &h80 then

if (mybyte and &h40) = 0 then
if depth = 0 then

Err.Raise 5
end if
val = val * 2 ^ 6 + (mybyte and &h3f)
depth = depth - 1
if depth = 0 then

sR = sR & chrw(val)
val = 0

end if
elseif (mybyte and &h20) = 0 then

if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h1f
depth = 1

elseif (mybyte and &h10) = 0 then
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h0f
depth = 2

else
Err.Raise 5

end if
else

if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
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sR = sR & chrw(mybyte)
end if

next
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
UTF8Decode = sR

End Function
'- End file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs

In shell scripts, you can use a function similar to the following to decode the parameter
data:

#!/bin/sh

percent_decode() {
local data=$(echo "$1" | sed 's/%/\\\x/g')
/usr/bin/printf '%b' "$data"

}

myVariable=`percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

The printf utility might not be available or might not work correctly on all Linux, macOS,
and UNIX platforms. A more fool-proof but less elegant implementation is:

#!/bin/sh

brute_force_percent_decode() {
# decode everything between 0x20-0x7E except:
#0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (0x30-0x39)
#A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z (0x41-0x5A)
#a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z (0x61-0x7A)
echo "$1" | sed -e 's/%20/ /g' \
-e 's/%21/!/g' \
-e 's/%22/"/g' \
-e 's/%23/#/g' \
-e 's/%24/$/g' \
-e 's/%25/%/g' \
-e 's/%26/\&/g' \
-e "s/%27/'/g" \
-e 's/%28/(/g' \
-e 's/%29/)/g' \
-e 's/%2[aA]/*/g' \
-e 's/%2[bB]/+/g' \
-e 's/%2[cC]/,/g' \
-e 's/%2[dD]/-/g' \
-e 's/%2[eE]/./g' \
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-e 's#%2[fF]#/#g' \
-e 's/%3[aA]/:/g' \
-e 's/%3[bB]/;/g' \
-e 's/%3[cC]/</g' \
-e 's/%3[dD]/=/g' \
-e 's/%3[eE]/>/g' \
-e 's/%3[fF]/?/g' \
-e 's/%40/@/g' \
-e 's/%5[bB]/[/g' \
-e 's/%5[cC]/\\/g' \
-e 's/%5[dD]/]/g' \
-e 's/%5[eE]/^/g' \
-e 's/%5[fF]/_/g' \
-e 's/%60/`/g' \
-e 's/%7[bB]/{/g' \
-e 's/%7[cC]/|/g' \
-e 's/%7[dD]/}/g' \
-e 's/%7[eE]/-/g'

}

myVariable=`brute_force_percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

Parameter input settings

Parameter input settings determine the user interface when users are prompted to specify
parameter values. In the Key field, specify the parameter names used in the script. Do not
enter the double vertical bars (||). The bars are included automatically when the
configuration is added to the list of Parameter Inputs names that appear in the navigation
menu of the left side of the form.
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Figure  44: Parameter inputs

The most common UI for user input is a text box, but you have choices. You can select from
the following UI element options to format the user input control:

l Checkbox
User enables a setting by checking a box. 0 or 1 is entered into the variable. Returns 1
if checked and 0 if not checked.

l Date, Date Time, Date Time Range
User selects a date and time or a range. The date time format is epoch with
milliseconds. For a range, the user specifies two date times separated by a pipe.

l Drop Down List
User selects only one option from a list.

l List
User selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a pipe.

l Numeric
User enters a number. The input can be controlled with minimum and maximums.
You can specify a Step Size to require that the input be divisible by the specified
value. Snap Interval is the amount that a number is increased or decreased by
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pressing the up or down button respectively. The Step Size value should be a
multiple of the Snap Interval value unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected
number is entered into the variable.

l Numeric Interval
User selects a number and an item from a list. The list item has a numeric value. The
value entered into the variable is the result of the multiplication. For example, if a
user selects 2 and selects High (with high having a value of 3), the value is 6 in the
variable.

l Plugin
Not intended for use by most users. Contact your TAM for additional information
about its use.

l Separator
A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the user input form.

l Text Area
User enters a large amount of text. The text is entered into the variable.

l Text Input
User enters text input. Allowed entries can be controlled with regular expressions.
The user input is entered into the variable.

l Time
User selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be subject to restrictions.

Example: Parameterized packages

Parameterized packages are designed to prompt the user to specify values for command-
line parameters when deploying an action from the Interact Question Results grid.

Create parameterized packages to use as flexible tools that enable you to set values at run
time.

Registry - Set Value is a parameterized package included in the Initial Content pack. When
you deploy an action that includes this package, the Deploy Action workflow prompts you
to enter values to be passed to the command line.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_results.html#Deploy_Action
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Figure  45: Parameterized package

IMPORTANT: If you configure the action to be reissued periodically, it becomes a
scheduled action. When a scheduled action is based on a parameterized package, the
package definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object called a
temp package. On the endpoint, the Tanium™ Client runs the temp package when it
has a directive to run the scheduled action that calls it. A scheduled action continues
to use the temp package even if the package from which it was based is updated.
Therefore, if a package is updated, and you want the scheduled action to use the
updated code, you must re-create the scheduled action.

Script and command-line parameters

The parameters coded in the script and the order in which values are specified at run time
are aligned according to position, not number. In this example, the script parameters are
numbers 0 through 4.
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Figure  46: set-value.vbs script parameters

The command-line parameters are numbered $1 through $5.

Figure  47: Command-line parameters

UTF8 DECODING

Parameter data is percent encoded by the console before it is passed to the underlying
script and must be decoded before use. The VB script for the Registry - Set Value example
shown in Figure 46 uses an @include to the i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs script. This script
ensures user input via the console form is properly encoded when passed to the package
script.
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'- Begin file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs
'========================================
' UTF8Decode
'========================================
' Used to convert the UTF-8 style parameters passed from
' the server to sensors in sensor parameters.
' This function should be used to safely pass non english input to
sensors.
'-----
'-----
Function UTF8Decode(str)

Dim arraylist(), strLen, i, sT, val, depth, sR
Dim arraysize
arraysize = 0
strLen = Len(str)
for i = 1 to strLen

sT = mid(str, i, 1)
if sT = "%" then

if i + 2 <= strLen then
Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = cbyte("&H" & mid(str, i + 1, 2))
arraysize = arraysize + 1
i = i + 2

end if
else

Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = asc(sT)
arraysize = arraysize + 1

end if
next
depth = 0
for i = 0 to arraysize - 1

Dim mybyte
mybyte = arraylist(i)
if mybyte and &h80 then

if (mybyte and &h40) = 0 then
if depth = 0 then

Err.Raise 5
end if
val = val * 2 ^ 6 + (mybyte and &h3f)
depth = depth - 1
if depth = 0 then

sR = sR & chrw(val)
val = 0

end if
elseif (mybyte and &h20) = 0 then

if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h1f
depth = 1

elseif (mybyte and &h10) = 0 then
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if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h0f
depth = 2

else
Err.Raise 5

end if
else

if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
sR = sR & chrw(mybyte)

end if
next
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
UTF8Decode = sR

End Function
'- End file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs

In shell scripts, you can use a function similar to the following to decode the parameter
data:

#!/bin/sh

percent_decode() {
local data=$(echo "$1" | sed 's/%/\\\x/g')
/usr/bin/printf '%b' "$data"

}

myVariable=`percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

The printf utility might not be available or might not work correctly on all Linux, macOS,
and UNIX platforms. A more fool-proof but less elegant implementation is:

#!/bin/sh

brute_force_percent_decode() {
# decode everything between 0x20-0x7E except:
#0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (0x30-0x39)
#A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z (0x41-0x5A)
#a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z (0x61-0x7A)
echo "$1" | sed -e 's/%20/ /g' \
-e 's/%21/!/g' \
-e 's/%22/"/g' \
-e 's/%23/#/g' \
-e 's/%24/$/g' \
-e 's/%25/%/g' \
-e 's/%26/\&/g' \
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-e "s/%27/'/g" \
-e 's/%28/(/g' \
-e 's/%29/)/g' \
-e 's/%2[aA]/*/g' \
-e 's/%2[bB]/+/g' \
-e 's/%2[cC]/,/g' \
-e 's/%2[dD]/-/g' \
-e 's/%2[eE]/./g' \
-e 's#%2[fF]#/#g' \
-e 's/%3[aA]/:/g' \
-e 's/%3[bB]/;/g' \
-e 's/%3[cC]/</g' \
-e 's/%3[dD]/=/g' \
-e 's/%3[eE]/>/g' \
-e 's/%3[fF]/?/g' \
-e 's/%40/@/g' \
-e 's/%5[bB]/[/g' \
-e 's/%5[cC]/\\/g' \
-e 's/%5[dD]/]/g' \
-e 's/%5[eE]/^/g' \
-e 's/%5[fF]/_/g' \
-e 's/%60/`/g' \
-e 's/%7[bB]/{/g' \
-e 's/%7[cC]/|/g' \
-e 's/%7[dD]/}/g' \
-e 's/%7[eE]/-/g'

}

myVariable=`brute_force_percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

Parameter input settings

Parameter input settings determine the user interface when users are prompted to specify
parameter values. Add a configuration for parameters one at a time. The first one you add
is matched to the command line variable $1, the second is matched to variable $2, and so
on.
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Figure  48: Parameter input settings

Tip: You can select and drag to rearrange the items in the Parameter Inputs list that
appears in the navigation menu on the left side of the form. Be sure the final order is
lined up with the numbered parameters in the command.

The most common UI for user input is a text box, but you have choices. You can select from
the following UI element options to format the user input control:

l Checkbox
User enables a setting by checking a box. 0 or 1 is entered into the variable. Returns 1
if checked and 0 if not checked.

l Date, Date Time, Date Time Range
User selects a date and time or a range. The date time format is epoch with
milliseconds. For a range, the user specifies two date times separated by a pipe.

l Drop Down List
User selects only one option from a list.

l List
User selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a pipe.
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l Numeric
User enters a number. The input can be controlled with minimum and maximums.
You can specify a Step Size to require that the input be divisible by the specified
value. Snap Interval is the amount that a number is increased or decreased by
pressing the up or down button respectively. The Step Size value should be a
multiple of the Snap Interval value unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected
number is entered into the variable.

l Numeric Interval
User selects a number and an item from a list. The list item has a numeric value. The
value entered into the variable is the result of the multiplication. For example, if a
user selects 2 and selects High (with high having a value of 3), the value is 6 in the
variable.

l Plugin
Not intended for use by most users. Contact your TAM for additional information
about its use.

l Separator
A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the user input form.

l Text Area
User enters a large amount of text. The text is entered into the variable.

l Text Input
User enters text input. Allowed entries can be controlled with regular expressions.
The user input is entered into the variable.

l Time
User selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be subject to restrictions.

Example: Sensor-sourced packages

Sensor-sourced packages are designed like parameterized packages, but instead of taking
user input as run-time arguments, these packages take sensor output. The command
syntax requires a sensor result that is passed from the Interact Question Results grid when
the Deploy Action workflow is invoked.

Start Service - || Stopped Service || is a sensor-source package included in the Initial
Content pack. You can use it in Interact to find endpoints with stopped services and deploy
an action to start the service.
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Figure  49: Deploy an action with a sensor-sourced package

On the Deploy Action workflow page, the Browse Packages list includes sensor-source
packages only if the rows selected on the Interact Question Results grid have a value to
pass to the package. In the following example, the row showing Windows Defender in the
Stopped Service column was selected, so the Start Service - ||Stopped Service|| package
appears in the list. If the row showing [no results] were selected, this package would not be
available in the list.
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Figure  50: Browse Packages list

Note the targeting criteria includes the name of the stopped service. This value is passed to
the package command line.
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Figure  51: Targeting Criteria

Script

In the startservice.vbs script, the value passed to strService must be UTF8-decoded, just as
if it were a parameterized package that took user input. For information on parameterized
packages and UTF8 decoding, see Example: Parameterized packages on page 137.
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Figure  52: startservice.vbs script

Settings

When you configure package settings, in the command text box, specify the name of the
sensor. Enclose the name with double vertical bars (||), like ||Stopped Service|| in the
following example.
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Figure  53: Package command with sensor output arguments

IMPORTANT: You cannot use a sensor that has an underscore character (_) in the
name. The underscore is a delimiter for sensor subcolumns. If the sensor name has
an underscore, it causes errors and unexpected results in sensor-sourced packages.

Example: Saved questions with associated actions

A saved question configuration can include an optional associated action, which is a
recommendation from the question creator about the best package to deploy when acting
on results. An associated action is just a default selection. The Tanium Server does not
deploy it automatically, and users can select an alternative instead of the default selection.
Add associated actions to create workflow associations, especially when another person
might use the saved question you are creating as a tool to detect and remediate status.
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Note: For details on the permissions required to manage associated actions, see
Saving questions.

Has Tanium Standard Utilities is a saved question included in the Initial Content pack. It
checks the Tanium™ Client installation directory for the existence of utilities that Tanium
questions or actions rely on, and it returns Yes, No, or the names of missing files.

Figure  54: Has Tanium Standard Utilities

When you click Deploy Action, the associated package is preselected. In this example, the
package Distribute Tanium Standard Utilities is preselected.

Figure  55: Associated package is preselected

When you configure the saved question, use the Associated Actions section to add a
package.
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Figure  56: Adding a package to a saved question
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Part 5: Users and user groups
RBAC overview

With role-based access control (RBAC), you can make fine-grained determinations on what
individual Tanium™ Console users can see and do with the Tanium platform.

Discuss with your team and your technical account manager (TAM) how you want to use
RBAC:

l If you are upgrading, do you want to keep the types of user roles like the system user
roles in 7.0 (Question Author, Sensor Author, and so on) or make changes given the
more granular options?

l Do you want to continue with the same computer group restrictions, or reconsider
them given the availability of read/write privileges and content-based restrictions?

l How do you want to organize content set permissions to control access to specific
data or specific actions on client machines? By capability (read, write)? By type of
content (saved question, sensor, package)? By subject matter (Tanium™ Client
administration, Windows system administration, and so on)?

l Do you want to use the Administrator global permission to grant full administrator
privileges to a few users or more granular Micro Admin permissions that grant or
deny read and write access to the Administration pages page-by-page?

l Who should have access to which Tanium™ solution module workbenches?

l Would importing users and user groups from an LDAP server make Tanium user
administration easier for you?

Computer group management rights

With RBAC, computer group management rights have not changed.

Computer group management rights determine which computers a Tanium user can
interact with. RBAC determines which content is available to the user for those interactions.
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For more information about computer groups, see Managing computer groups on page
207.

Permissions, roles, users, and user groups

With RBAC, you can add further restrictions on the set of questions and actions a user can
issue. A fine-grained permissions framework enables you to implement role-based access
control models that limit what users and user groups can see and do with Tanium.

Figure  57: Permissions, roles, users, and user groups

permissions

Permissions are user abilities: read, write, and execute.
l Content Set permissions determine access to specified sensors, packages, saved

questions, dashboards, and categories.

l Micro Admin permissions determine access to the Tanium Console system
administration pages.

l Module permissions determine access to Tanium solution module workbenches
and features.
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l Global permissions determine access rights for the specified activity across all
modules—for example, the ability to create and manage content sets.
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content sets

A content set is a group of sensors, saved questions, dashboards, categories, and
packages to which a permission applies. Actions are not explicitly considered content
but are treated as belonging to the same content set as the packages from which they
were built. You create a content set when the nature of the content requires fine-
grained assignment of permissions. For example, you might want to create a content
set for Tanium Client maintenance-related sensors and packages so that you can
configure roles that grant a wide group of users read access to Tanium Client
information but write access to a smaller group. Content can be assigned to only one
content set. Many content sets can be included in a role.

roles

A role assigns grant and deny permissions.
l Advanced roles assign fine-grained content set permissions.

l Micro admin roles assign system administration permissions.

l Module roles assign module permissions.

reserved roles

Reserved roles assign privileges that enable special-purpose capabilities. The
permissions are implicit, so the roles cannot be modified or deleted.
l The Administrator role grants permission to all content, modules, and

administration pages.

l The Content Administrator role grants read/write permission on all content sets, as
well as action management privileges.

l The Content Set Administrator role grants read/write permission for the content set
and role configurations, including assignment of roles within the user and user
group configurations.

l The Deny All role denies access to all content, modules, and administration pages.

users

A user can be assigned one or more grant or deny roles. A user has no permissions
unless granted by a role. A user with no roles can log in, but is directed to an
"insufficient permissions" page. A user can be assigned one or more computer
groups and zero or more user groups.
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user groups

A user group configuration can be assigned one or more grant or deny roles, one or
more computer Groups, and zero or more users. Users inherit roles and computer
groups from the user groups to which they are assigned.

Grant and deny roles

Users can be assigned multiple roles, including both grant roles and deny roles. The system
enforces the net effect: all permissions granted or implied, minus those explicitly denied.

In advanced roles, the permission and content set in the deny role must explicitly match the
permission and content set in the grant role to effectively strike the grant permission. In
this example, the deny Write Sensor permission on Content Set A matches the grant Write
Sensor permission on Content Set A, so the grant permission is struck.
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Figure  58: Grant and deny roles on content set permissions (match)
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In the following example, the deny Write Sensor permission on Content Set D does not
match any grant permissions, so it does not have any impact on Erin’s effective
permissions.

Figure  59: Grant and deny roles on content set permissions (no match)
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When assigning content sets to permissions in advanced roles, there is an option to Add all
Content Sets that exist or will exist to the permissions. This option is equivalent to listing
each and every content set. In this case, the deny Write Sensor permission on Content Set
D has effect.

Figure  60: The "Add All Content Sets" option is equivalent to listing all content
sets
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Grant and deny Micro Admin roles follow the same rules as advanced roles. In the following
example, Erin is assigned a grant role with specified permissions, and two deny roles with
specified permissions. Exact matches are factored out. Erin has all of the capabilities
afforded by the grant role assigned to her, minus the capabilities that are specified in the
deny roles that are assigned to her.

Figure  61: Grant and deny roles on Micro Admin permissions

Note: Module roles do not have deny roles. You can only grant module access. Users
who do not have a role that grants module access cannot access the module
workbench or functionality.
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Implied permissions

In grant roles, the write permission implies the read permission. The advanced role
assigned to Erin and Grace has the write permission on the specified content sets, so the
configuration does not need to specify the read permission. A role that has only the Read
Sensor permission on the same content set is created for “read-only” type of users, like
Bob in this example.

Figure  62: Erin and Grace effectively have both read and write permissions
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In deny roles, permissions are not implied. Permissions must be explicitly denied and must
exactly match the permission configured in the grant role to be factored out. For example,
if a deny role asserts that Write Sensor permission is denied on a specified content set, it
does not imply that the Read Sensor permission is denied. When effective permissions are
evaluated in the following example, the deny role permissions do not exactly match any
grant role permissions, so no grant permissions are struck. The deny role is disregarded,
and Bob still has Read Sensor permission on the specified content set.

Figure  63: Bob effectively has read permissions
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Inherited roles

Users inherit roles from the user groups to which they are assigned. Erin belongs to the
user group named David’s Team, so she inherits the permissions that are assigned to that
user group. She also has the permissions that are assigned to her user configuration. The
system enforces the net effect. In the following example, Erin has all the capabilities
afforded by group assignment and user specific grant roles, minus the capabilities that are
specified in any deny roles assigned to her.

Figure  64: Inherited roles
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Reserved roles

Reserved roles assign privileges that enable special purpose capabilities. The permissions
are implicit, so they cannot be modified or deleted. Reserved roles include:

l Administrator—Full permission to all content, modules, and administration
functionality.

l Content Set Administrator—Read/write permission to the roles and content sets
configurations, and to the role components of the users and user groups
configurations.

l Content Administrator—Read/write permission to all content, as well as action
management capabilities.

l Deny All—No access, regardless of any other role that has been assigned to the user.

Special logic applies when a user is assigned a reserved role and other roles.
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ADMINISTRATOR

When a user is assigned the Administrator role, other grant roles are superfluous and deny
roles (not including Deny All) are ineffective.

Figure  65: Administrator

Exception: An advanced role with the Bypass Action Approval permission does have
effect when assigned to a user with the Administrator reserved role. The
Administrator reserved role does not have this permission by default. Due to the
sensitive nature of bypassing approval, this permission must be assigned explicitly in
all cases.
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CONTENT SET ADMINISTRATOR

The Content Set Administrator role assigns a privilege to read/write the content set and
role configurations, including assignment of roles within the user and user group
configurations. Any other grant role is ignored. Deny All is the only role that would have
effect.

Figure  66: Content Set Administrator

IMPORTANT: Notice the result when both the Content Set Administrator and
Administrator roles are assigned. Only the Content Set Administrator role remains
effective. Be careful not to assign the Content Set Administrator role to users who
should have other roles. Be careful not to assign (directly or by group inheritance)
the Content Set Administrator role to users who are assigned the Administrator role.
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CONTENT ADMINISTRATOR

The Content Administrator role grants read/write privilege on all content sets, as well as
action management privileges. A user can be assigned this reserved role, plus grant module
roles and micro admin roles. Any additional advanced roles are disregarded. Grant module
roles are added. Micro admin roles are factored.

Figure  67: Content Administrator
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DENY ALL

Users assigned Deny All cannot access anything, regardless of any other role assigned to
them, including the Administrator role. In the following example, the only role assigned to
Frank that has any effect is Deny All.

Figure  68: Deny All
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Effective permissions

Tracking the effect of inherited and implied permissions can get complicated. When you
make changes to the configuration, be sure to use the Effective Permissions previews and
lists to review the user-specified roles, inherited roles, and net of grant/deny permissions
for each Tanium Console user. The details page makes it clear how the effective
permissions were derived.
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Figure  69: Effective Permissions page
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Tip: In the roles section, hover over the tile for an inherited role to see the group
from which it was inherited. Click the tile for a role to highlight the associated
permissions in the permissions sections. Click the All Roles tile to redisplay the
permissions without highlighting.

Role-based home page

The home page is the page that is displayed when the user initially logs into the console or
clicks the logo at the top of a console page. The links on a user's home page are based on
the user's effective permissions.

Figure  70: Role-based home page

Role-based user preferences page

The Tanium Console filters the settings on the user preferences page based on the user's
effective permissions. If the user does not have permission to ask questions, many of the
preferences are not applicable.
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LDAP support

You can import users and user groups from an external Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) server. Users and user groups are imported (synchronized) every 5
minutes. The import operation creates or deletes Tanium user configurations and creates,
deletes, or modifies members in a group configuration. The LDAP server can be used for
authentication for the users that were imported.

Default user

The Tanium Console user that is created during installation has privileges like a superuser
(like the root or admin user in operating systems). This initial user is configured with the All
Groups computer group permission and with the Administrator reserved role, so this user
can "do anything" with Tanium. Unlike root and admin, however, this user is not a built-in
user. You can modify or delete this user.

The default configuration for a new user has no computer groups, no user groups, and no
user roles assigned to it. A user with no roles can log in but cannot access anything. A user
must be assigned roles or inherit roles from a user group to have meaningful access.

RBAC getting started

Step 1: Review the content sets created by the server upgrade on page 172

Step 2: Review user role assignment and legacy roles on page 174

Step 3: Review visibility settings on page 177

Step 4: Re-import Tanium content packs on page 178

Step 5: Re-import solution modules on page 181

Step 6: Review module role requirements on page 185

Step 7: Review content alignment on page 188

What to do next on page 189

Step 1: Review the content sets created by the server upgrade

During upgrade from a pre-RBAC release, existing content is assigned to content sets.
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Figure  71: Content sets after upgrade from a pre-RBAC version

Go to Permissions > Content Sets and review the configuration.

Figure  72: Content Sets configuration page
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IMPORTANT: After upgrade is complete, only users with the new Administrator and
Content Administrator reserved roles will have access to saved questions,
dashboards, and categories. The upgrade places these in the Admin Only content
set. If you want users with "lesser" roles to be able to use saved questions, you must
move the saved questions to the Default content set or get started with your user-
defined content sets and advanced roles.

Step 2: Review user role assignment and legacy roles

During upgrade from pre-RBAC versions, the system roles are mapped to "legacy
role" configurations.

LEGACY ROLES

The upgrade creates role configurations called "legacy roles" that are like the previous
system roles. The roles that had been assigned to users are mapped to legacy role
configurations. For example, a user that had been assigned the Action Approver role in 7.0
is assigned "Legacy - Action Approver" and will have the same effective permissions with
RBAC.

The permissions for roles are exposed in the RBAC configuration, can be changed, and can
be associated with different content sets. This is what enables the fine-grained access
control. We recommend you review the configurations for "legacy roles" to learn the
permissions that are required to perform typical author and administrator activities.
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Figure  73: Roles after upgrade to RBAC

Go to Permissions > Roles and review the configuration for each role. Note whether the
Ask Dynamic Questions permission is enabled. Under Advanced Permissions, notice the
permissions have been granted for the content sets named Default and Reserved.
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Figure  74: Roles configuration page

Note: If you move content out of the Default content set, a user that is assigned the
legacy role will not be able to access the content, unless you make changes to the
configuration for the legacy role, or create a new role with the desired permissions
and assign that role to the user.
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RESERVED ROLES

The Administrator and Content Administrator roles from pre-RBAC releases are mapped to
RBAC reserved roles with the same name. Permissions for reserved roles are implicit. The
permissions are not exposed in the configuration and cannot be changed.

The upgrade does not map a pre-RBAC role to the new RBAC Content Set Administrator
reserved role.

Step 3: Review visibility settings

With RBAC, the visibility setting for saved questions, dashboards, and categories includes
two options:

l According to RBAC
l Only the Owners and Admins can see this object

An "owner and admin only" option set in pre-RBAC releases persists upon upgrade to
RBAC. All other saved questions, dashboards, and category objects are configured with the
RBAC option upon upgrade.

Figure  75: Visibility setting
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You can make changes after the upgrade. For example, to expand access, move content
from the Admin Only content set to your user-designed content sets that specified roles
can access. To maintain tight access, change the visibility setting to Only the Owners and
Admins can see this object.

Step 4: Re-import Tanium content packs

Beginning with 7.1, the content pack known as Initial Content is split into multiple content
sets: Initial Content - AD, Initial Content - Base, Initial Content - Hardware, and so on.

Re-import Initial Content and all other content packs. The content changes may include:

l Content configuration. The configurations for saved questions, sensors, packages,
and so on, have been updated to include content set settings. You are welcome to
change content set settings, but when you get started, you might want to go with the
content set configurations specified by the content pack designers.

l Content set configuration. The content packs have been updated to include the XML
configuration for content sets themselves.

l Role configuration. In some cases, a content pack might include the XML
configuration for roles.

For example, the Initial Content - Base content pack includes a content set named Base.
The content set setting for all of the content in this content pack is set to Base.

When you initially upgrade from earlier releases, we recommend you select the option
Include content set overwrite when you reimport content packs. If this option is not
selected, the content set setting defined in the XML is ignored, and the content remains in
its present content set or, if there is no present content set, its content set setting is
Default.

The Initial Content - Base content pack also redefines the "legacy roles" so that they
include access to the content set named Base. Most other imports do not update role
configurations.
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Figure  76: Content set and content set roles defined by import

After you have reimported the content packs, go to Permissions > Content Sets and review
the configuration. Notice the content set Base has been added. Also, some sensors have
been moved from Default to Base, and some saved questions have been moved from
Admin Only to Base.
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Figure  77: Content Sets configuration page

Go to Permissions > Roles and review the configuration for roles. Notice the permissions
have been granted for the content set named Base in addition to the ones named Default
and Reserved.
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Figure  78: Roles configuration page

The initial steps for getting started with solution modules in 7.1 are similar.

Step 5: Re-import solution modules

Upon upgrade from a version earlier than 7.1.314.3071 to 7.1.314.3071 or later, the
background of the Tanium Module card on the solutions page turns pink to notify you that
the solution module must be reimported to enable the module's content sets, module
roles, and granular module privileges.
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Figure  79: Indicators on the Solutions page

In addition, if reimport is required, users cannot navigate to the solution module
workbench.
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Figure  80: Reimport required

When you reimport the solution, be sure to select the Include content set overwrite
option.
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Figure  81: Import Solution

Go to the Roles page and review the module-provided roles that have been added to the
console.

Figure  82: Discover roles

Go to the New Module Role page and review the granular permissions now available.
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Figure  83: Discover granular permissions

Step 6: Review module role requirements

Upon upgrade, module access is only seamless for users with the Administrator reserved
role, which grants unrestricted access to modules. All other users must be assigned new
module roles that grant access.

INTERACT

In pre-RBAC releases, all users had access to Interact. In 7.1 and later, users must be
explicitly granted access to Interact. A module role named Show Interact is created upon
upgrade to facilitate the transition. It is automatically assigned to users that existed at the
time of the upgrade. To assign it to new users, go to the user configuration and edit the
grant roles assigned. (Note: this Show Interact role is not created for clean installs of 7.1 or
later. It is provided in upgrades to make the transition easier.)
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Figure  84: Show Interact role

ASK A QUESTION BAR

In pre-RBAC releases, all users had access to the Ask a Question bar. In 7.1 and later, users
must be assigned the Ask Dynamic Questions global permission. The permission must exist
in any of the advanced roles assigned to the user. To facilitate the transition to RBAC, all of
the legacy roles, except Legacy - Read Only User, include the Ask Dynamic Questions
permission. Do not overlook this permission when you construct your own set of roles.
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Figure  85: Ask Dynamic Questions permission

Note: The sensors available for questions are determined by Read Sensor content
set permissions.

SOLUTION MODULES

With RBAC, users must be assigned a grant module role in order to see the solution module
workbench and use the module features. When you upgrade to 7.1.314.3071 or later and
reimport the solution modules, the import creates module-provided roles and granular
permissions. In most cases, the module-provided roles have been designed to match
requirements for typical module users, and you do not have to create your own module
roles. Refer to the solution module user guide for information about module-provided
roles.

Module Link

Asset User Guide

Comply User Guide

Connect User Guide

Deploy User Guide

https://docs.tanium.com/asset/asset/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/comply/comply/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/deploy/deploy/requirements.html#user_roles
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Module Link

Detect User Guide

Discover User Guide

Incident Response User Guide

Integrity Monitor User Guide

Interact User Guide

Map User Guide

Network Quarantine User Guide

Patch User Guide

Protect User Guide

Reveal User Guide

Threat Response User Guide

Trace User Guide

Trends User Guide

Step 7: Review content alignment

In some cases, Tanium solution modules require module-created sensors, packages, and
saved questions to remain in special module-created content sets. If content is moved, the
solution module workflow might not work as expected.

Modules report misaligned content to the Tanium Console Content Alignment page.

Go to Authoring > Content Alignment and click Align All Content to resolve the issue.

https://docs.tanium.com/detect/detect/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/discover/discover/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/ir/ir/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/integrity_monitor/integrity_monitor/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/map/map/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/network_quarantine/network_quarantine/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/patch/patch/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/protect/protect/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/reveal/reveal/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/threat_response/threat_response/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/trace/trace/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/requirements.html#user_roles
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Figure  86: Content Alignment page

What to do next

Manage content sets, roles, computer group, user group, and user configurations to
implement your RBAC strategy.

Managing content sets

A content set is a group of sensors, saved questions, dashboards, categories, and packages
to which a permission applies. You create a content set when the nature of the content
requires fine-grained assignment of permissions.
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User role requirements

You must have the Administrator role or Content Set Administrator role to see and use the
Content Set configuration page.

Special content sets

l You cannot move content to or from the Reserved content set. This content set
includes fundamental sensors used by the system.

l Tanium solution modules might lock down module-defined content sets in a manner
similar to reserved content sets. In other words, they have been designed to limit end
users from moving content into or out of the module-designed content set.

Create content sets

1. Go to Permissions > Content Sets.
2. Click New Content Set.
3. Specify a configuration name and description. Click Save.
4. Click Preview to Save to display a diff of the changes.

5. Review the changes and then click Confirm & Save.

Move content to a content set

1. Go to Permissions > Content Sets.
2. Browse the content set configuration and select the objects you want to move.

Tip: Use the filtering text box to filter the items by group name or click Filter
Results to filter by sensor or question threshold.

3. Click Move to and select the target content set.

4. Click Preview to Save to display a diff of the changes.
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5. Review the changes and then click Confirm & Save.

Move content to a content set from the Authoring pages

On the Authoring pages, you can move content between content sets. On the Authoring >
Sensors page, for example, when you select one or more rows in the configuration table,
the Move to Content Set button appears in the buttons above the table. You can use this
feature to move selected configurations to a target content set. It is equally as effective as
the preceding procedure.

Note: You can move saved questions, sensors, or packages between content sets for
which you have Write permission. Users with the Administrator or Content Set
Administrator reserved role can move content between any content sets.
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Tip: The Authoring pages have descriptions of the sensors, packages, and saved
questions, so you might find it helpful to do this procedure from the Authoring pages
when you are unfamiliar with the content and want to become familiar with it before
moving it.

Specify a content set when you create content

When you create content (sensors, packages, saved questions, dashboards, and
categories), you specify the content set to which the content belongs. The Content Set
drop-down list includes the content sets for which you have Write permission. For example,
if you have Write Sensor permission on three content sets, the drop-down list includes
those three.

Figure  87: Content Set drop-down list

Note: When modifying a configuration, users can move saved questions, sensors, or
packages between content sets for which they have write permissions. Users with the
Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role can move content between
any content sets.

Review content set permissions

1. Go to Permissions > Content Sets.
2. Browse the content set configuration to find the object (such as a sensor) for which

you want to review content set permissions.
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3. Click the appropriate icon to open a dialog box that displays the users or user
groups that have permissions for the object.

4. Click OK to close the dialog box.

Import/export the content sets and roles configuration

We recommend that you test content sets and roles in your lab before importing the
configuration into your production environment.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

Users with the Administrator and Content Set Administrator reserved roles can export and
import the content sets and roles configuration.
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EXPORT

1. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Export to XML in the top right of the
Tanium Console.

2. Select Content Sets and Roles and click Export.

Note: The exported configuration is an XML file that specifies the configuration
names and settings. The content set section of the file includes the content set
configuration names but not the content set assignments. The content object
configurations contain those assignments. To export the assignment settings,
you must also select the content object types: Sensors, Packages, Saved
Actions, Categories, and Dashboards.

3. Enter a File Name or use the default name, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Import from XML at the top right of
the Tanium Console.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Delete a content set

You must empty a content set configuration before you can delete it.

1. Go to Permissions > Content Sets and move all the objects from the content set that
you want to delete: see Move content to a content set on page 190.

2. Click Delete at the top right of the content set.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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Align content for modules

In some cases, Tanium solution modules require module-created sensors, packages, and
saved questions to remain in special module-created content sets. If content is moved, the
solution module workflow might not work as expected.

Modules report misaligned content to the Tanium Console Content Alignment page.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

You must have the Administrator role or Content Set Administrator role to see and use the
Content Alignment page.

ALIGN MODULE CONTENT TOMODULE REQUIREMENTS

1. Go to Authoring > Content Alignment.
2. Review the list.

3. Click Align All Content.
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Managing Roles

You can create the following types of grant and deny roles:

l Advanced

l Micro Admin

l Module (only grant)

If you are unfamiliar with Tanium™ Console role-based access control, read the Overview.

Create an advanced role

Advanced roles assign fine-grained content set permissions.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

You must have the Administrator role or Content Set Administrator role to create a role.

CREATE A ROLE

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Click New Role and then select Grant Advanced Role or Deny Advanced Role to

display the role configuration page.

3. Specify a configuration name.

4. Optional. Under All Content Sets Option, select the Add all Content Sets that exist or
will exist to the permissions selected below option to grant or deny permissions
absolutely. This option is useful, for example, when you want a user to always be able
to read sensors or never be able to write actions.

5. Under Ask Dynamic Question, click Add to enable users with this role to ask ad hoc
questions.

IMPORTANT: Ask Dynamic Questions is a global permission. If it is enabled in
any role assigned to a user, the user has permission to create ad hoc questions
that use any of the sensors for which they have read access.

6. Under Content Set Permissions, click Add to add a permission to the
configuration; click the icon to remove a permission. See Table 12 for descriptions
of the permissions.

7. Add content sets to the permissions. Click the Add button to display the Content Sets
selection box.

8. Select content sets and click Save to close the selection box.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_rbac_overview.html
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9. Save the configuration.

Permission Description

Bypass Action Approval Actions created by a user with this permission are not subject
to approval requirements.

No role, including the Administrator reserved role, includes
this permission by default.

This is the one advanced permission that has effect when
granted to a user with the Administrator reserved role.

Read Sensor Can view sensors in the Question Builder and similar user
interfaces throughout the console. Can use sensors in
questions if the user also has the ability to ask questions.
Cannot view the Authoring > Sensors page unless the user
also has the Write Sensor permission.

Write Sensor Can view the Authoring > Sensors page. Can create, modify,
and delete sensor configurations. Implies the Read Sensor and
Show Preview permissions.

Read Action Can view the Actions pages. Visibility of rows in the grid
depends on the Read Action permission on the content set for
the underlying package.

Implies the Read Own Action permission.

Read Own Action Determines whether the actions of the logged in user appear
in the Actions > All Pending Approval grid.

Table 12: Content Set Permissions
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Permission Description

Write Action Can view the Actions > Scheduled Actions page. Users can
see rows for actions they issued. If a user has the Read Action
permission on the content set for the underlying package,
that user can see rows for actions that other users issued.

Can see and use the Deploy Action button on the Question
Results grid for dynamic questions and saved questions.

Implies the Read Own Action, Read Package, and Show
Preview permissions.

To deploy an action, edit an action, or check action status,
a user also needs Read Sensor and Read Saved Question on
the Reserved content set. The Reserved content set
includes content used to ask preview and polling
questions.

Write Action for Saved Question Can see the Actions > Scheduled Actions page, but the only
rows are for the actions that the user has deployed.

Can see and use the Deploy Action button on the Question
Results grid but only for saved questions that have
associated actions. The Read Package permission is not
required for the associated actions. If the saved question
does not have associated actions, the Deploy Action
button does not appear.

Tip: Use this permission instead of the Write Action
permission to limit use by action users who use Tanium
products to execute standard operating procedures that
someone else created.

Approve Action Can approve actions that another user created. Users with this
permission cannot approve their own actions.

To view the actions on the Actions > Actions I Can
Approve and Actions > All Pending Approval pages, you
must also have the Read Package and Read Own Action
permissions.

Read Plugin Reserved for future use.

Execute Plugin Reserved for future use.
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Permission Description

Read Package Can view packages in the Browse Packages dialog box opened
from the Deploy Actionworkflow page. Cannot view the
Authoring > Packages page unless the user also has the
Write Package permission.

Write Package Can view the Authoring > Packages page. Can create,
modify, and delete package configurations. Implies the Read
Package and Show Preview permissions.

Read Saved Question Can view saved questions in the Question Results grid drill-
down and similar user interfaces. Can view the Interact Saved
Questions page, if the user also has access to the Interact
workbench. Cannot view the Authoring > Saved Questions
page unless the user also has the Write Saved Question
permission.

To issue a saved question as expected, the user also
requires the Read Sensor permission for the pertinent
sensor.

Write Saved Question Can view the Authoring > Saved Questions page. Can create,
modify, and delete saved question configurations. Implies the
Read Saved Question permission.

Note: Does not imply the Ask Dynamic Questions
permission.

Read Dashboard Can view the Dashboards pages, if the user also has
permission to the Interact workbench.

A user also needs the Read Saved Question and Read
Sensor permission for the related content to use the
dashboard.

Write Dashboard Can create, modify, and delete dashboard configurations.
Implies the Read Dashboard permission.

Read Dashboard Group Can view the Categories pages, if the user also has permission
to the Interact workbench.

A user also needs the Read Dashboard, Read Saved
Question, and Read Sensor permissions on the related
content to use the category.
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Permission Description

Write Dashboard Group Can create, modify, and delete category configurations.
Implies the Read Category permission.

Show Preview Not an explicit permission. Implied in the Write Action, Write
Action for Saved Question, Write Package, and Write Sensor
permissions. Enables authors to ask questions necessary to
preview the impact of new and changed configurations. To ask
preview questions, the user also needs Read Sensor on the
Reserved content set. The Reserved content set includes
content used to ask preview questions.

Read Associated Packages Not an explicit permission. Implied in the Write Action for
Saved Question permission.

Create a Micro Admin role

Micro Admin roles assign system administration permissions.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

You must have the Administrator role or Content Set Administrator role to create a role.

CREATE A ROLE

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
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2. Click New Role and then select Grant Micro Admin Role or Deny Micro Admin Role to
display the role configuration page.

3. Specify a configuration name.

4. Click Add to add a permission to the configuration; click Remove to remove a
permission. See Table 13 for descriptions of the permissions.

5. Save the configuration.

Permission Description

Read System Status Can view the Administration > System Status page.

Read Question History Can view the Administration > Question History page. To
load and ask a question for the Question History page, the
user would also need the underlying content permissions.

Table 13: Micro Admin permissions
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Permission Description

Read User Can view the Administration > Users page and view users
that are listed on the Administration > User Groups and
Permissions > Roles pages.

Write User Can create, modify, and delete user configurations. Implies the
Read User permission.

Read User Group Can view the Administration > User Groups page.

Write User Group Can create, modify, and delete user group configurations.
Implies the Read User Group permission.

Read Computer Group Can view the Administration > Computer Groups page.

Write Computer Group Can create, modify, and delete computer group
configurations. Implies the Read Computer Group permission.
To create or edit computer groups, the user also needs the
Read Sensor permission on the Reserved content set. The
Reserved content set includes content used to ask preview
questions.

Read Global Settings Can view the Administration > Global Settings page.

Write Global Settings Can create, modify, and delete global settings. Implies the
Read Global Settings permission.

Read Whitelisted URLs Can view the Administration > Whitelisted URLs page.

Write Whitelisted URLs Can create, modify, and delete the whitelisted URLs
configuration. Implies the Read Whitelisted URLs permission.

Tasks related to some menus do not have micro admin permissions. A user must have the
reserved role indicated in the following table to view the menus or perform the tasks.

Menu or task Administrator Content
Administrator

Content Set
Administrator

Action Group

Create, modify, or delete action
groups.

X

Table 14: Tasks requiring a reserved role
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Menu or task Administrator Content
Administrator

Content Set
Administrator

Content Alignment

Use the Content Alignment page
to move content to the content
set expected by a module.

X

Permissions

Create, modify, or delete the user
roles or content sets
configurations.

X X

Users, User Groups

Edit role settings in the user or
user group configurations.

X X

Effective permissions

View effective permissions for
users or user groups.

X X

Solutions

Import Tanium modules, content
packs, or CUIC updates. View and
import lab content.

X

Configuration

View or manage any of the
Configuration menu pages,
including proxy settings, logging
levels, plugins, plugin schedules,
cache info, client subnets, LDAP
Sync, SAML, or console color.

X

Question History

Load a question from the
Question History page.

X
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Menu or task Administrator Content
Administrator

Content Set
Administrator

Info page

View the info page.

X

Interact Categories

Read/Manage the Other
Dashboards temp category.

X X

Create a Module Role

In 7.1, users must be assigned a grant module role in order to see the solution module
workbench and use the module features. When you upgrade to 7.1.314.3071 or later and
reimport the solution modules, the import creates module-provided roles and granular
permissions. In most cases, the module-provided roles have been designed to match
requirements for typical module users, and you do not have to create your own module
roles. Refer to the solution module user guide for information about module-provided
roles.

Module Link

Asset User Guide

Comply User Guide

Connect User Guide

Deploy User Guide

Detect User Guide

Discover User Guide

Incident Response User Guide

Integrity Monitor User Guide

Interact User Guide

Map User Guide

Network Quarantine User Guide

https://docs.tanium.com/asset/asset/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/comply/comply/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/deploy/deploy/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/detect/detect/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/discover/discover/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/ir/ir/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/integrity_monitor/integrity_monitor/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/map/map/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/network_quarantine/network_quarantine/requirements.html#user_roles
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Module Link

Patch User Guide

Protect User Guide

Reveal User Guide

Threat Response User Guide

Trace User Guide

Trends User Guide

If necessary, you can create your own module roles and assign granular module
permissions.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

You must have the Administrator role or Content Set Administrator role to create a role.

CREATE A ROLE

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Click New Role and then select Grant Module Role to display the role configuration

page.

3. Specify a configuration name.

4. Click Add to add a module to the configuration; click Remove to remove a module.

5. Click Edit to display the permissions selection box for the module.

6. Select permissions and click Save to close the selection box.

7. Save the configuration.

Assign users and user groups to a role

You can associate users and user groups with roles either in the role configuration or in
the user and user group configurations.

USER ROLE REQUIREMENTS

You must have the Administrator role or Content Set Administrator role to manage the
roles configuration. However, a Content Set Administrator cannot manage the assignment
of reserved roles.

https://docs.tanium.com/patch/patch/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/protect/protect/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/reveal/reveal/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/threat_response/threat_response/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/trace/trace/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/requirements.html#user_roles
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EDIT THE ROLE CONFIGURATION

1. Go to Permissions > Roles.
2. Select a role and click Edit to display the configuration summary page.

3. Click Edit User Assignment to display the Assign Users and User Groups page.

4. Next to User Groups, click Edit. Select groups and click Save to close the selection
box.

5. Next to Users, click Edit. Select users and click Save to close the selection box.

6. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes. Review the
effective permissions and save the configuration.

Export and import roles

Exporting and importing roles is useful when you need to copy the roles between Tanium
deployments. For example, you might export roles to a lab deployment for testing before
using the roles in a production deployment.

EXPORT ALL ROLES

1. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Export to XML in the top right of the
Tanium Console.

2. Select Content Sets and Roles and click Export.
3. Enter a File Name or use the default name, and then click OK. The Tanium Server

exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT ROLES

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
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2. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Import from XML at the top right of
the Tanium Console.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Delete a role

When you delete a role configuration, the role is removed from any user and user group
configurations that had included it. When deleting a role configuration, we recommend:

1. Delete the users and user group assignments from the role configuration.

2. Go to the effective permissions page for your users and review the resulting impact
on the users' effective permissions.

3. Delete the role configuration.

Managing computer groups

Using computer groups

A computer group is a configuration that defines a set of endpoints having a sensor result in
common—for example, all endpoints that have a particular operating system or all
endpoints that have a particular tag. Computer groups are used throughout the Tanium
Core Platform.

COMPUTER GROUP MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

You assign computer group management rights to a user directly in the user configuration.
A user can inherit the rights through a user group assignment. When a user asks a
question, the Tanium Server distributes a question message to the Tanium Clients, and all
the clients that are online see the message. The message has three components:

1. The computer group management rights of the user

2. The target filter clause

3. The select statement

When processing a question message, the Tanium Client first evaluates whether the user
has management rights for the computer group to which the client belongs. If no, the client

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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does not process the question further, and does not add its answer to the answer message.
If yes, the client then evaluates all of the sensors in the target filter clause. If the target filter
expression evaluates to true, the client evaluates the select statement sensors and adds the
results to the answer message. Note that the client does not process any select statement
filters. The answer messages include all results from select statement sensors, and the
Tanium Server handles results filtering.

In the following example, the user has management rights for computer groups Windows,
West branch, and Manual 12. The user asks the question Get Operating System contains

2008 from all machines with Is Windows contains true. The Tanium Server
distributes the question message, and Tanium Clients A, B, and C are online to receive it.
The user does not have management rights for any of the groups to which Tanium Client B
belongs, so Tanium Client B does not process the question further. The user does have
management rights for groups to which Tanium Client A and Tanium Client C belong, so
these two clients do evaluate the question, starting with the target filter clause. Tanium
Client A runs on a Windows endpoint, so the target filter clause evaluates to true, and the
client then evaluates the Operating System sensor. The client does not process the
contains 2008 filter because the Tanium Server handles select statement filters. Tanium
Client C runs on a Solaris endpoint, so the target filter clause evaluates to false, and the
client does not evaluate the Operating System sensor.

Figure  88: Computer group management rights

ACTION GROUPS

Computer groups are also the building blocks of the action groups that are used to target
scheduled actions and one-time actions.

RESULT FILTERS

You can also use computer groups to filter results:

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/action_groups.html
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l On the Question Results grid

l In complex question syntax

User role requirements

You must be assigned a role with the Write Computer Group (Micro Admin) permission to
create, modify, or delete computer group configurations. To create a configuration, you
also need the Read Sensor permission on the Reserved content set. The Reserved content
set includes content used to ask preview questions. Users that are assigned the
Administrator or Content Administrator reserved roles have these permissions.

Create computer groups

You can define groups in two ways:

Filter-based computer groups

Recommended. Based on results of a sensor filter expression, such as is Windows

equals true. The Tanium Client processes the specified sensor filter expression to
determine whether the endpoint belongs to the group.

Manual computer groups

Not recommended. Based on a specified list of computer names or IP addresses. The
Tanium Client obtains manual group configuration information during client
registration.

IMPORTANT: Use sensor filter expressions to define computer groups whenever
possible. Computer groups are building blocks for the management rights assigned
to users and for the action groups and targeting questions used throughout the
system. By design, the configuration of a computer group cannot be modified. Filter-
based computer groups dynamically keep up with changes as computers are added
or removed from your network. Manual groups do not. For example, let's say you use
a manual group called Critical Servers for three special servers. Then you add a
fourth server to the cluster. To update your Tanium computer groups, you will have
to create a new manual group and then update the management rights
configurations and re-create pertinent action groups and saved questions that you
want to target the new computer group. Save yourself the work. Use filter-based
computer groups.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_results.html#Results_filters
https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/example_advanced_questions.html#computer_group_filters
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CREATE A FILTER-BASED COMPUTER GROUP

1. Go to Administration > Computer Groups.
2. Click New Group and enter a Name to identify the group.

3. Add a sensor filter. The Filter Bar takes input similar to the from clause in the Interact
Ask a Question field. The Filter Builder takes input similar to the from computers
with fields of the Interact Question Builder. For details, see Asking questions.

4. Save the configuration.

CREATE A MANUAL COMPUTER GROUP

1. Go to Administration > Computer Groups.
2. Click New Manual Group and enter a Name to identify the group.

3. Enter a list of computer names or IP addresses. Computer names must match the
results that the Computer Name sensor returns. Short forms or alternate names do
not work.

4. Save the configuration.

Edit computer groups

You can edit only the display name of a computer group, not the definition. Editing the
name does not change the object ID.

1. Go to Administration > Computer Groups.
2. Select the computer group and click Edit.
3. Enter a new Name and save the configuration.

Delete computer groups

Deleting a computer group involves the following tasks and considerations:

l Account for user and user group configurations that might reference the computer
group to assign management rights to users. Be prepared to make changes to those
configurations as needed.

l Account for other configurations that might have referenced the computer group,
such as action groups, scheduled actions, and saved questions. The scheduled
actions and saved questions that are configured to target the computer group
continue to do so because they do not depend on the computer group ID, just the
information that the computer group provided at the time it was created.

l Endpoints continue to match targeting questions as long as they match the sensor
filter expression or manual group ID. The manual group ID obtained during

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/interact_questions.html
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registration is never erased from the Tanium Client configuration, so targeting
questions based on a manual group ID continue to match as well.

l If you intend to stop the scheduled activities that target those computers, you must
disable, edit, or delete those configurations.

When you are ready to delete a computer group:

1. Go to Administration > Computer Groups.
2. Select the computer group, click Delete Selected , and click OK at the confirmation

prompt.

Example: Create a computer group based on custom tags

Historically, customers have used manual groups for computers that require special
handling, like critical servers or executive laptops. However, manual groups are not
recommended because they cannot be modified to add or remove members. You can meet
"special handling" and similar objectives with filter-based computer groups and a custom
tag, such as Critical_Servers. You can manage the presence of the tags in the client
configuration to manage membership in the group.

Here is the basic workflow:

1. Use Interact to target the computers you want to tag.
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2. From the Question Results grid, deploy an action. Select the Custom Tagging - Add
Tags package. In this example, the tag Critical_Servers is applied.

3. Use Interact to ask a question and confirm the tag has been applied.
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4. Create a filter-based computer group based on the tag.

You can use actions to add or remove the tags from the endpoints, effectively changing
group membership.

Managing users

The user configuration associates user groups, computer groups, and roles with a user.
Use the Administration > Users page to view, add, edit, or delete user configurations.

Tip: To import users and user groups from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) or Active Directory (AD) server, see Using LDAP on page 224.

User role requirements

The users configuration is a complex configuration. You must have the following
permissions to manage the users configuration:

l Write User permission to create a new configuration, add properties, or save changes
to a configuration.
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l Write Computer Group permission to change computer group assignment from the
user configuration page. To change the computer group assignment, you also need
the Read Sensor permission on the Reserved content set. The Reserved content set
includes content used to ask preview questions.

l Write User Group permission to change the user group assignment.

l Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role to change the role
assignment. However, a Content Set Administrator cannot manage the assignment of
reserved roles. Also, a user cannot manage their own roles from the user
configuration page.

Only the Administrator reserved role has all of these permissions.

Note: Users cannot modify their own computer group or role assignment.

Create a user

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click New User.
3. Specify a user name that corresponds with:

l (most common) An Active Directory (AD) account name. Specify just the user
name, not the domain name.

l A local Windows user account that is defined on the Tanium Server.

With both options, the Tanium Console uses Windows Authentication. The Tanium
Core Platform does not store or manage its own set of user credentials.

4. Save the configuration.

Edit user properties

You can add name-value pairs to document user details such as full name, organization,
email address, and phone number.

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the user configuration that you want to edit to display the user configuration

summary page.

3. Click Properties .

4. Click Add Property.
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5. Use the controls to add name-value pairs.

6. Save the configuration.

Assign computer groups to a user

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the user configuration that you want to edit to display the user configuration

summary page.

3. Click Manage Computer Groups and Edit.
4. Select items and click Save.

Note: Specify Unrestricted Management Rights if you want the user to be able
to ask questions of any and all endpoints. Otherwise, specify Selected
Management Rights and then select the computer groups that you want the
user to manage. Selections are logically combined. The union of All Computers
and No Computers is effectively All Computers.

5. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

6. Save the configuration.
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Assign user groups to a user

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the user configuration that you want to edit to display the user configuration

summary page.

3. Click Manage Users Groups and Edit.
4. Select user groups and click Save.
5. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

6. Save the configuration.

Assign roles to a user

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click the user configuration that you want to edit to display the user configuration

summary page.
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3. Click Edit Roles.
4. In the Grant Roles section, click Edit, select roles, and click Save.
5. In the Deny Roles section, , select roles, and click Save.
6. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

7. Save the configuration.

View effective permissions

1. Go to Administration > Users to open the users summary page.

2. In the row for the user configuration that you want to review, click View Effective
Permissions.

3. Review the role assignment, inherited roles, and the lists of the resulting Global,
Micro Admin, and Content Set permissions.

4. Click Back to all Users to return to the users summary page.
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Delete or lock out a user

When employees depart your organization, you have a few options to lock down access to
Tanium:

l Assign the Deny All role to the user. The user can still log into the Tanium Console,
but cannot access any console functionality.

l Delete the Tanium Console configuration for a manually created user.

l Disable the Active Directory or LDAP user account that is associated with the Tanium
Console user configuration or change the password if it is an administrator alias
account. If the user was imported via an LDAP sync connection, it is important to
manage the user details in your LDAP server so that the user is no longer imported
when the Tanium Server initiates a sync.

CONSIDERATIONSWHEN DELETING USERS

Deleting the user configuration might impact some Tanium operations. Assess the
following before you delete a user:

l Are there scheduled actions configured to be issued by the user?
When a user configuration is deleted, its associated scheduled actions are disabled. If
you want the scheduled actions to run, you must re-create them.

l Are there saved questions owned by the user?
After a user is deleted, that user continues to be the "owner" listed for the saved
questions they had imported or created. However, the saved questions that the
deleted user had configured to be reissued are no longer reissued. If you want these
saved questions to resume being issued on schedule, you must resave the respective
saved question configuration objects. To change ownership so that a new owner user
name is displayed on the grid, a new owner must re-create it.

l Are there packages last modified by the user?
A package that is configured to check for file updates continues to do so after the
user configuration is deleted. Package file update checking and download does not
depend on configured users. You might want to review the deleted user's package
configurations nonetheless to ensure appropriate settings.

l Are there solution module services configured to run in the context of the user
account associated with the deleted user?
If so, reconfigure the solution module to use a valid account. Tanium Connect, for
example, has a Take ownership link in place of the deleted user name.
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LOCKED-OUT USERS

Users that were created by LDAP sync connectors are designated as "locked out" when the
LDAP sync data indicates that the user's LDAP account is disabled or when the LDAP sync
data for the user account is missing. While the user has "locked out" status, the user
cannot log in, but scheduled content that is associated with the user continues to run.

Typically, you should check with your organization on how to handle locked out users. You
can delete them, and you can transfer content associated with them to another user.

DELETE A USER

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Select the row for the user and click Delete.

Copy the users configuration summary

You can copy the details of the users configuration page to a message, text file, or
spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.

COPY A SINGLE ROW

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Select the row for a user.

When you select a row, tools appear above the grid.

3. Click Copy to copy the row details to the clipboard.

COPY ALL ROWS

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click Copy All in the grid header.

Export the users configuration

You can export the users configuration to a JSON file that can be examined during
troubleshooting.

1. Go to Administration > Users.
2. Click Export All in the grid header.

Managing user groups

The user group configuration associates users, computer groups, and roles with a user
group. Use the Administration > User Groups page to view, add, edit, or delete user
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groups.

Tip: To import users and user groups from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) or Active Directory (AD) server, see Using LDAP on page 224.

User role requirements

The user group configuration is a complex configuration. You must have the following
permissions to manage the user group configuration:

l Write User Group permission to create a new configuration, add properties, or save
changes to a configuration.

l Write Computer Group permission to change computer group assignment from the
user group configuration page. To change the computer group assignment, you also
need the Read Sensor permission on the Reserved content set. The Reserved content
set includes content used to ask preview questions.

l Read User permission to change the user assignment.

l Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role to change the role
assignment. However, a Content Set Administrator cannot manage the assignment of
reserved roles.

Only the Administrator reserved role has all of these permissions.

Create a user group

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click New User Group.
3. Specify a configuration name and save the configuration.

Assign computer groups to a user group

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click the user group configuration that you want to edit to display the user

configuration summary page.

3. Click Manage Computer Groups and Edit.
4. Select items and click Save.

Note: Specify No Management Rights Assigned if you do not want users to
inherit computer groups from this configuration. Otherwise, specify Selected
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Management Rights and then select the computer groups that you want users
to inherit from this configuration.

5. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

6. Save the configuration.

Assign users to a user group

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click the user group configuration that you want to edit to display the user

configuration summary page.

3. Click Manage Users and Edit.
4. Select users and click Save.
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5. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

6. Save the configuration.

Assign roles to a user group

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click the user group configuration that you want to edit to display the user

configuration summary page.

3. Click Edit Roles.
4. In the Grant Roles section, click Edit, select roles, and click Save.
5. In the Deny Roles section, click Edit, select roles, and click Save.
6. Click Show Preview to Continue to review the impact of your changes.

7. Save the configuration.
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Delete a user group

When you delete a user group configuration, users no longer inherit computer group rights
and roles from the user group configuration. When deleting a user group configuration, we
recommend:

1. Delete the users from the user group and review the resulting impact on the users'
effective permissions.

2. Delete the user group configuration.

View effective permissions

1. Go to Administration > User Groups to open the user groups summary page.

2. In the row for the user group configuration that you want to review, click View
Effective Permissions.

3. Review the role assignment, inherited roles, and the lists of the resulting Global,
Micro Admin, and Content Set permissions.

4. Click Back to all User Groups to return to the user groups summary page.
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Copy the user groups configuration summary

You can copy the details of the user groups configuration page to a message, text file, or
spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string: User Group name,
computer group count, user count, grant role count, deny role count.

COPY A SINGLE ROW

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Select the row for a user group.

When you select a row, tools appear above the grid.

3. Click Copy to copy the row details to the clipboard.

COPY ALL ROWS

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click Copy All in the grid header.

Export the user groups configuration

You can export the user groups configuration to a JSON file that can be examined during
troubleshooting.

1. Go to Administration > User Groups.
2. Click Export All in the grid header.

Using LDAP

Overview

You can configure an LDAP sync connector to import users and user groups from a
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or Active Directory (AD) server. In the
configuration, you specify whether to authenticate the imported users through the
LDAP server. Alternatively, the users can authenticate through:

l An AD server for the domain to which the Tanium Server is joined.

l The local accounts on the Tanium Server host computer (Windows). Deployments
with the Tanium Appliance can use the local authentication service or a pluggable
authentication module (PAM); consult your technical account manager (TAM) for
details.
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User and user group updates are automatically synchronized from the LDAP server every
five minutes. At each synchronization, users and user groups are added or deleted, and
group members might be added or deleted.

User role requirements

Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the Configuration
pages, including the LDAP Sync configuration page.

Before you begin

l The Tanium Server initiates a connection to the back-end LDAP server. The standard
port for LDAP is 389 (3268 for an AD global catalog). The standard port for LDAPS is
636 (3269 for an AD global catalog). In the LDAP sync configuration, you can specify
whatever port your LDAP server listens on for its inbound LDAP traffic. Network
security must be configured to allow this traffic.

l You must know the base distinguished name (DN), IDs, and filter expressions for the
users and user groups you want to import.

l The LDAP server must allow the LDAP sync connector user to query the LDAP server
using the configured filter expression(s).

Configure the LDAP server connection

1. Go to Configuration > Authentication > LDAP Sync.
2. Click Add Server to display the Server Configuration page.

3. Complete the settings using the guidance provided in Table 15.
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4. Click Show Preview to Continue and review the users and groups to be imported.

5. Save the configuration.
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Settings Guidelines

Configuration Enable or Disable the configuration.

If you enable the configuration, synchronization occurs every five
minutes.

As a best practice, never disable the configuration. If you do, at
the next sync time (within five minutes) the Tanium Server
deletes the users and user groups that it previously imported. If
you subsequently re-enable the configuration, the Tanium Server
re-adds the users and user groups. However, the re-added user
groups will not have any RBAC or management rights configured.
Also note that the re-added users and groups will have new
Tanium IDs but will use the same LDAP objectGUIDs as the
deleted users and groups.

Name Configuration name.

Host Fully-qualified domain name (FQDN) or IP address of the
LDAP server. If you connect using LDAPS, the Host value must
match the hostname value in the LDAP server certificate.

Port Specify the number of the port on which your LDAP server listens for
its inbound LDAP traffic. The standard port depends on the
protocol:

l LDAP: The standard port is 389 (3268 for an AD global catalog).
This port is used for unencrypted connections, connections that
use StartTLS, and Active Directory connections that use sign and
encrypt options.

l LDAPS: The standard port is 636 (3269 for an AD global catalog).

Encryption l None. Do not use in production.

l Sign and encrypt. The LDAP connector turns on the LDAP_OPT_
SIGN and LDAP_OPT_ENCRYPT session options. The session is
encrypted, but it does not use TLS. Use this option only for
Tanium Server on Windows and the external LDAP server is an AD
server.

l StartTLS. The LDAP connector calls ldap_start_tls_s to set up a
TLS connection. You can use this option with Tanium Server on
Windows or the Tanium Appliance.

l LDAPS. The LDAP connector initiates an SSL connection to the
LDAPS server.

Table 15: LDAP Sync configuration
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Settings Guidelines

NTLM Uses NTLM for the connection with the LDAP server. Enabled by
default. Recommended when the Tanium Server is installed on a
Windows Server and the connection is to an Active Directory server.
If you use NTLM, the Tanium Server service account is used, and you
do not need to configure a user name and password.

The LDAP server must allow this account to query with the filter
expression(s) configured for the LDAP sync connector.

LDAP User Name /
Password

If you cannot use NTLM, specify an LDAP server user name and
password. We recommend that you provision a special account for
this purpose. The account should have privileges that are sufficient
to query the LDAP server but otherwise be an account with low
privileges.

User Domain Example: tam.local

Base Users The base DN for users.

Example: cn=Users,dc=tam,dc=local

Note: If the Tanium Server is an Appliance (Linux), the Base User
or the Base Group values cannot be the root of a domain.

Filter Users The filter for user names.

Example: objectClass=user

To exclude an account from synchronization, use the following
filter, where <account_name> is the username:

((&(objectClass=user)(!sAMAccountName=<account_
name>)))

Tanium Appliance Note: If you create an LDAP Sync Connector
for the Tanium Server local authentication service, you must use
the following user filter: (&(objectClass=person)
(uidNumber>=20000))

User ID Field Example: objectGUID

Note: Case sensitive.
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Settings Guidelines

User Name Field Example: cn or sAMAccountName

The value imported for this field becomes the user name that
users type to log into the Tanium Console. Be sure to specify the
field that is suitable for this purpose and be sure to
communicate the expected form to your users.

Note: Case sensitive.

Authentication l Use LDAP for user authentication
Send authentication requests to the configured server. In
most cases, use this option.

l Disable LDAP user authentication
Only synchronize the users and groups. Authentication is
handled by a local authentication service. Use this option if
you have implemented an authentication service on the
Tanium Server host computer.

This feature was introduced in Tanium Core Platform
7.1.314.2874.

Group Membership l Synchronize all matching users
Synchronize against the user filter expression specified above.

l Synchronize only users that are members of synchronized
groups
Synchronize users against the set of users belonging to the
groups specified by the filter group expression below.

Base Groups The base DN for the user group. The LDAP query does not return
subgroups, so you must create sync connection configurations for
each subgroup you want to import.

Example: cn=Ops,ou=TaniumAdmins,dc=tam,dc=local

Note: If the Tanium Server is an Appliance (Linux), the Base User
or the Base Group values cannot be the root of a domain.

Filter Groups The filter for user groups.

Example: objectClass=group

Note: You can use the backslash (\) to escape special characters
in a group name. For Windows, use one backslash (example:
name=\#myGroup). For the Appliance (Linux), use two
backslashes (example: name=\\#myGroup).
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Settings Guidelines

Group ID Field Example: objectGUID

Note: Case sensitive.

Group Name Field Example: cn

Note: Case sensitive.

Group Member Example: member

Note: Case sensitive.

Clone an LDAP sync configuration

You can clone an LDAP sync configuration, change the user domain, base DN, and other
LDAP query fields, and then save the configuration. Configuration cloning enables you to
quickly add connections for multiple domains or multiple groups (The LDAP query does
not return subgroups, so you must create sync connection configurations for each
subgroup you want to import.)

1. Go to Configuration > Authentication > LDAP Sync.
2. Click Copy .

Delete an LDAP sync configuration

When you delete an LDAP sync configuration:

l Users and user groups are no longer updated from the LDAP server.

l Users and user groups that had been imported are deleted from Tanium at the next
sync time (within 5 minutes).

Disabling a configuration and deleting a configuration have the same effect. Delete the
configuration when you no longer want that information saved in the Tanium Server. For
details about disabling a configuration, see Configuration on page 227.

Import/export the LDAP sync configuration

You can export the configuration to an XML file and import a signed XML file into the same
or different Tanium Server. You might do this, for example, to share the connection
information when troubleshooting the LDAP query with your LDAP administrator.
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EXPORT

1. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Export to XML in the top right of the
Tanium Console.

2. Select LDAP Synchronization Connectors and click Export.

3. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

IMPORT

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Import from XML at the top right of
the Tanium Console.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices or

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
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consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Best practices

The Tanium Server synchronizes (imports) users and user groups from the external
LDAP server every five minutes. Each LDAP sync connector populates a set of configuration
objects. It is therefore possible to create multiple configuration objects for a single real
user. For example, if you use the Tanium Console to manually create a user john.doe, and
also configure two LDAP sync connectors to import from two LDAP servers, the Tanium
Server will have three user configurations for john.doe.

Figure  89: LDAP sync populating the Users and User Groups configuration

Consequently, it is important to understand the ramifications when deleting users in
different ways:

l If you delete a user configuration that was created manually, but the user still
matches the LDAP sync filter, a configuration for the user remains in the Tanium
Console.

l If you use the Tanium Console to delete a user imported through LDAP, the Tanium
Server re-creates that user after the next synchronization.
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l If you delete a user from the back-end LDAP server configuration, the user is marked
as locked out upon next import into the Tanium Console. The user cannot log in, but
the user account is not deleted automatically. Any scheduled questions and
scheduled actions that the user has configured continue to run. This gives other
Tanium administrators the opportunity to take stock of situation and re-create the
scheduled questions and actions under a different user account if necessary.

The following are best practices to avoid unexpected issues:

l Plan to do some work on the back-end LDAP server to create LDAP user groups that
correspond with the Tanium user groups you want to create and the users you want
to associate with Tanium access.

l Plan to manage Tanium access by managing the back-end LDAP server configuration,
not the front-end Tanium Console configuration. For example, the best way to on-
board and off-board users is by adding them to a group that is imported or deleting
them from a group that is imported.

l Be sure to control access to the back-end LDAP server configuration so that
LDAP administrators who are not familiar with your Tanium deployment cannot make
changes that affect it.

l Maintain at least one user in the Users configuration that is not populated by the
LDAP sync connector. This configuration should be assigned the Administrator
reserved role and can be used to log into the Tanium Console and re-configure the
LDAP sync connector in case it fails. Some organizations provision multiple admin
users outside of the LDAP sync connector for this reason. When configuring the LDAP
sync connector, you can configure a users filter to prevent synchronization for an
account.

l Be careful when you delete user configurations. As you transition from manually-
created users to imported users, you probably want to clean up the apparent
duplicates. However, the john.doe configuration that was created manually and the
john.doe configuration that was imported have different object IDs. For example, let's
say the first john.doe has object ID 2, and the second john.doe has object ID 3. The
Tanium Console objects—such as scheduled actions, saved questions, Tanium
Connect objects, solution plugins, or solution module services—that were created by
the john.doe user that has object ID 2 do not also belong to the user with object ID 3.
If you delete the john.doe configuration that has ID 2, you must be ready to re-create
the configuration objects that run under that ID. See the user management topic for
details.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#Delete
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Part 6: Advanced configuration
Managing global settings

Global settings can affect Tanium™ Client, Tanium™ Server, and Tanium™ Console
behavior.

Important: Do not modify global settings unless explicitly directed by your technical
account manager (TAM).

User role requirements

You must be assigned a role with the Write Global Settings (Micro Admin) permission to
create, modify, or delete global settings configurations. Users that are assigned to the
Administrator reserved role have this permission.

Manage global settings

Go to the Administration > Global Settings page to view global settings. When you select a
row, the Selected System Setting section displays the setting details.

Managing whitelisted URLs

When the Tanium™ Client executes content, the script might request a file from an Internet
URL. The Tanium Client API uniquely identifies the download by URL, including filename.
For security, the Tanium Client sends a message to the Tanium Server, which checks the
requested URL against its lists of package file URLs and whitelisted URLs. The package file
URLs are known URLs specified by the package author. You use the whitelisted URLs to
account for dynamic URLs—for example, URLs that are computed by a Tanium Client script.
If the URL does not match either list, the request fails.

The first time the Tanium™ Server handles a Tanium Client file download request that
passes the whitelisted URL check, it downloads the file and stores a temporary package file
and metadata so that it can distribute the file to endpoints through the client chain. The
whitelisted URLs configuration includes settings that affect how often Tanium Server
checks for changes to the requested URL files and how often the temporary files are
cleaned up.

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/overview.html#File_distribution
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User role requirements

You must be assigned a role with the Write Whitelisted URLs (Micro Admin) permission to
create, modify, or delete the whitelisted URLs configurations. Users that are assigned to the
Administrator reserved role have this permission.

Add whitelisted URLs

1. Go to Administration > Whitelisted URLs.

2. Configure the following settings.

URL/regular
expression

Specify a URL. You can use a regular expression to whitelist multiple files from a
base URL. For example, to whitelist any download from www.microsoft.com, use
the following regex:

http\:\/\/www\.microsoft\.com\/.*

When a Tanium Client initiates a download that passes this check, the
Tanium Server downloads the file so that it can distribute it to Tanium
Clients through the linear chain.

Download
Interval

Specify an interval at which the Tanium Server checks the URL for changes to the
requested file. The default is every 6 hours. If the check indicates there are
changes to the file, the Tanium Server updates its copy of the file and restarts the
"expiration" clock. For URLs that are specified regular expression, a timer is
maintained for each match.

Expiration Specify a period at which to clean up stale packages. The default is 7 days. This
means that a file that has not been requested or re-downloaded in the past 7
days is deleted from the Tanium Server. If the URL is subsequently requested, the
Tanium Server downloads it again and resumes the "update checks". This setting
was introduced in version 7.1. For URLs that are specified regular expression, a
timer is maintained for each match.

3. Save the configuration.
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Import/export a whitelisted URLs configuration

You can use the import/export features to facilitate migration from a lab environment to a
production environment.

EXPORT SPECIFIC CONFIGURATIONS

1. Select one or more rows in the table and click Export in the toolbar above the
table header.

2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.

EXPORT THE COMPLETEWHITELISTED URLS CONFIGURATION

1. Click Export All in the table header.

Tip: Alternatively, or if you want to export other configuration objects in
addition to whitelisted URLs, go to any Authoring or Permissions page, click
Export to XML in the top right of the Tanium Console, selectWhitelisted URLs
and any other object types, and click Export.

2. Enter a File Name or accept the default, and then click OK. The Tanium Server
exports the XML file to the Downloads folder on the system you use to access the
Tanium Console.
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IMPORT A CONFIGURATION

1. Use KeyUtility.exe to sign the XML configuration file before you import it. As a
one-time action, you must also copy the associated public key to the correct folder.
For the procedures, see Signing content XML files.

2. From any Authoring or Permissions page, click Import from XML at the top right of
the Tanium Console.

3. Click Choose File, find and select the configuration file, and click Open.
4. Click Import. If object names in the file are the same as for existing objects, the

Tanium Console itemizes the conflicts and provides resolution options for each one.

5. Select resolutions for any conflicts. For guidance, see Conflicts and Best practices or
consult your TAM.

6. Click Import again, and click Close when the import finishes.

Configuring proxy server settings

The Tanium™ Server must be able to connect to the Internet to download content updates
from Tanium and necessary files from other trusted suppliers.

The Tanium™ Module Server must be able to connect to the Internet to download solution
module software updates from Tanium, and the solution modules themselves might have
requirements to access the Internet.

For a list of sites the Tanium Server accesses, see Internet access (direct or by proxy).

Types of proxy servers

If your enterprise security policy does not allow the Tanium platform servers to access
these locations directly, check to see whether your organization uses proxy servers to
access the Internet. Tanium Server supports two types of proxies:

l Basic
Basic proxies might require authentication. A strictly IP-address-based proxy server
allows a specified list of servers to traverse the proxy and access the network or
Internet. Add the IP address or hostname of the Tanium Server to the access list of
the proxy server.
If the proxy server requires authentication, you can configure the account ID and
password.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_import_export.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_xml_conflicts
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#best_practices
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/prerequisites.html#Internet_access_requirements
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l NTLM
If the proxy server is set up to use NTLM, and you configure the Tanium Server
service to run in the context of a service account that has sufficient privileges to
traverse the proxy server, you do not have to configure account ID and password.

IMPORTANT: The proxy server configuration is stored in configuration files on the
Tanium Server host computer. The configuration files are not automatically synced
to other cluster nodes. If you make changes to these settings in active-active
deployments, be sure to perform the procedure on both nodes.

Configure and test proxy server settings

1. Go to Configuration > Common > Proxy Settings.
2. Use the Tanium Server Proxy Settings box to specify proxy settings for the Tanium

Server connections.

Proxy Server IP address of the proxy server.

Proxy User ID Account username to establish the connection with the proxy server. Required
if a Basic proxy is configured. NTLM proxies use the credentials of the user
context that runs the Tanium Server service.

Proxy Type l BASIC

l NTLM

Port Number Port number of the proxy server.

Proxy
Password

The password is stored in clear text within the registry.
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Bypass Proxy
Host List

If you configure a proxy server, you might need to configure exceptions so that
connections to specified hosts do not go through the proxy server.

For example, a proxy server should not be used for traffic between Tanium
Servers in an active-active cluster.

A proxy server can cause problems with other traffic to a destination
Tanium Server. For example, a package configuration can specify file URIs
that are local to the Tanium Server. It is important to bypass the proxy
server for these URIs.

Use this setting to specify destinations that should not use the proxy
servers. In most cases, specify localhost, 127.0.0.1, and all Tanium Server
names and IP addresses.

For example:

ts1.example.com,

ts2.example.com,localhost,127.0.0.1,10.10.10.11,10.10.10.15

Tanium Core Platform 7.0.314.6242 and later support wildcards.

Bypass CRL
Check Host
List

Use this setting to list servers that should be trusted without CRL checking.
Unless a server is specified in this list, the Tanium Server performs a CRL check
and does not download files from a server that does not pass.

Trusted Host
List

Unless a server is specified in this list, the Tanium Server does not download
files from a server without a valid SSL certificate.

Add the FQDN or IP address of any servers you want to trust. In an
Active/Active cluster, specify the FQDN for both Tanium Servers. Tanium
Core Platform 7.0.314.6242 and later support wildcards.

3. Optional. To populate these settings to the Module Server form on this page, select
Mirror Changes to Module Server.

4. Save your changes.

5. Use the Module Server Proxy Settings box to specify proxy settings for the Module
Server connections.

6. Save your changes.

7. Use the Validate Proxy Settings box to configure a test for your settings.

Component Tanium Server or Module Server.
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File Source l From Tanium—Use predefined settings for a
connection to content.tanium.com.

l From Random Site—Use predefined settings
for a connection to www.msftncsi.com.

l Specify URL/Hash—Configure your own test
settings.

URL If you selected Specify URL/Hash, specify the
URL.

Hash If you selected Specify/URL/Hash, specify the
hash.

Download Time If you selected Specify URL/Hash, specify a
maximum download time before returning a
failure message.

8. Click Start Download.

The Tanium Console returns a message that indicates success or failure. If the test fails,
check that the proxy server is up and is configured as expected. Also, check that the
Tanium settings you specified match the settings that are expected by the proxy server. The
TDownloader log has detailed event messages.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages.

Configuring server logging levels

Your technical account manager (TAM) might instruct you to change the log verbosity levels
for the Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server when troubleshooting issues.

1. Go to Configuration > Common > Log Level.
2. Set the logging levels. The following decimal values are best practices for specific use

cases.

l 0: Logging disabled.

l 1: Normal log level.

l 41: Best practice value during troubleshooting.

l 91 or higher: Most detailed log level. Enable for short periods of time only.

3. Save your changes.
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Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages.

View plugins and plugin schedules

Your technical account manager (TAM) might instruct you to review plugin details when
troubleshooting unexpected behavior.

A plugin is an extension to a Tanium™ core platform component or solution module. The
operation of plugins should be transparent to users.

To view a table summary of plugins that are installed, go to Configuration > Common >
Plugins.

A scheduled plugin is a process that is set to run at a specified interval.

To view a table summary of scheduled plugins, go to Configuration > Common > Plugin
Schedules.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages.

View cache usage

Your technical account manager (TAM) might instruct you to monitor cache usage when
troubleshooting download issues.
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Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Cache Info and review the information.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages.

Configuring client subnets

The client subnet configuration affects how Tanium™ Clients peer with each other. Before
making changes, be sure you understand the default behavior and the impact of your
changes. See Configuring Tanium Client Peering.

IMPORTANT: The Tanium™ Server stores subnet settings in configuration files on its
host computer and does not automatically synchronize the settings with its high
availability (HA) peer. If you change these settings in HA deployments, perform the
procedure on both Tanium Servers.

Note: Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and use the
Configuration pages, including the Subnets Configuration for Client Peering page.

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/client_peering.html
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Configure separated subnets

Tanium Clients can peer only with neighbors that are within the same separated subnet, not
outside it. Configure a subnet for each neighborhood of Tanium Clients that must peer
only with each other.

1. Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Subnets.
2. Enter each Separated Subnet in CIDR format (such as 192.168.2.0/24). Tanium Core

Platform 7.3 and later supports IPv6 subnets (consult your TAM), which you must
enter within square brackets followed by the prefix (such as [2001:db8::]/32).

Note: Use either the ; or # character at the beginning of a line or immediately
following an entry to add optional comments or documentation.

3. Save your changes.

Note: It takes up to four hours for Tanium Clients to register and receive an updated
peer list (registration reset interval).

Configure isolated subnets

Because network communication between VPN clients has significantly greater latency than
a client-to-server connection, configure an isolated subnet for each VPN client to prevent
peering between them.

1. Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Subnets.
2. Enter each Isolated Subnet in CIDR format (such as 192.168.2.0/24). Tanium Core

Platform 7.3 and later supports IPv6 subnets (consult your TAM), which you must
enter within square brackets followed by the prefix (such as [2001:db8::]/32).

Note: Use either the ; or # character at the beginning of a line or immediately
following an entry to add optional comments or documentation.

3. Save your changes.

Note: It takes up to four hours for Tanium Clients to register and receive an updated
peer list (registration reset interval).
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View the info page

Your technical account manager (TAM) might instruct you to review settings or counters
displayed on the info page.

1. Go to https://<fqdn>/info.

2. When prompted, specify credentials for a user assigned the Administrator reserved
role.
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Change log

Date Revision Summary

February 5, 2019 Updated for Tanium Core Platform 7.3.314.3641.

December 17, 2018 Updated for DOC-885, DOC-884, DOC-873, DOC-872, DOC-868.

November 27, 2018 Republished for CUIC 1.3.1.0495. Updates for PLATDOCS-126, PLATDOCS-128,
PLATDOCS-129, PLATDOCS-130.

November 6, 2018 Updated for 7.2 backport release.

October 22, 2018 Updated mentions of 7.3 GA version and updated illustrations and
screenshots.

September 24, 2018 Updated Actions Overview and Deploying Actions for PLATDOCS-80.

September 18, 2018 Published for 7.3 release.

September 10, 2018 Updated "Signing content XML files" for DOC-733.

July 31, 2018 Updated for Interact 2.0.1 release.

June 29, 2018 Updated computer group topic. Added table summarizing tasks that require
reserved roles.

May 8, 2018 Added topic on configuring SAML authentication.

March 19, 2018 Added a note on browser width requirements.

March 5, 2018 Removed note to add 127.0.0.1 to Trusted Host List. This is not necessary.
Trust is built-in.

February 27, 2018 Updated Interact results topic. Removed illustration that Question bar is
redisplayed with the new question when a computer group filter has
been applied. This behavior has changed. The Question bar is no longer
redisplayed.

Updated roles topic to be clear that the Deploy Action button appears
for a user with Write Action for Saved Question only for saved questions
that are configured with an associated package.

Added note to add 127.0.0.1 to Trusted Host List because in 7.2 the
Client API sends download requests to it.
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Date Revision Summary

February 20, 2018 Minor update for the 7.2.314.3019 GA release. Fixed wrong screenshot on
user configuration page.

February 13, 2018 Added a section on module home page.

February 9, 2018 Changed title of "Signing content XML file" topic. Updated format
(spacing) of lists for package and sensor parameters so the table row can fit
on the PDF page.

February 5, 2018 7.2.314.2962 GA.

December 18, 2017 Updates for 7.2. The Question Builder supports nested filters in the from
clause.

January 8, 2018 Updates to LDAP sync documentation.

December 5, 2017 Updates to clarify role requirements.

November 21, 2017 Updated table of links to module documentation for module-provided
roles and permissions.

November 14, 2017 Added information about Action ID and action lock content to the Actions
chapter.

November 6, 2017 Branding look-and-feel update (PDF).

November 2, 2017 Updated documentation for new and changed RBAC functionality related
to module RBAC. 7.1 only.

Improved guidance for LDAP Sync configuration. 7.1 only.

October 31, 2017 Branding look-and-feel update (HTML).

August 24, 2017 Updates to reflect changes to capitalization style for user documentation.

August 11, 2017 Updates to guidance on Whitelisted URLs configuration for refresh (7.0 and
7.1) and cleanup (7.1) options.

July 21, 2017 Clarification on Bypass Proxy Host List configuration.

Notes on UTF8 decoding added to parameterized package and
parameterized sensor topics.

Limitation on sensor name (do not use underscores in sensor names)
added to sensor configuration topic.

July 14, 2017 Added a separate section on RBAC upgrade. 7.1 only.

June 30, 2017 Clarifications to LDAP Sync topic. 7.1 only.
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Date Revision Summary

June 29, 2017 Reorganized 7.0 guide to be like the 7.1 guide. Tanium now publishes
updates to two versions: 7.0 and 7.1.

June 20, 2017 Minor updates to RBAC documentation.

May 5, 2017 Initial publication.
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